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PERdEiVED.PROBLEMS'OF TEACHERS OF READING:
'FACT AND PARADOX

Betty Myers
Donald Ri Cruickshank
Victor M. Rentel .

is today a greet Uneasiness aboUt.reading shared by

U.S. DEPAETMENTOP HEALTH.
EDUCATION A WILPAIIII
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OP

EDUCATION
',-

THIS DOCUMENT NAS SEEN REPRO.
DUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM=
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN.
ATING IT POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS
STATED 00 NOT NECESSARILY REPRE-
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY.

both professional

'.educatorsand the public at large. This uneasiness arises out of a realizatiOo

1 ,..-

that many children butesPecially poor children from urban schools are complg-

ting their educdtion with woeful shortcyfitgailvireading.:1Thetie_dhortcor4ngs---
.'

,
.

.

: ,

are regarded, by observers of American education as having potentially ekOlb-p-
,

I .

sive social and-:ecOnomic\obnsequences. Yet, surprisingly, no aspect oflmeri-
, .

can education.has been studied as intensively and extensiyely ab.readingt. :The
! .

great bulk ,of this research hao'compared the effectiveness Sk` one teacbing'
. 4,

i P'
.method over another.- More recently, there has.been a resurgence of th Oretidal

research:on the reading process. Ne4.ther,thebreticalnor methods res

shed-much light.on'the causes,of these reading shortcomings o'r

teachers encounter in teaching reading.

rch had

on the probleiai

The aim of the present study was to eXplore a1.yariety of-perceived :prob-

lems educators encountered in the.daily

read.. Since such educatbrs play crucial roles

Characterize the teachinI'f reading,-whatthY

.

reading is important, and must be'knbim if we at

associated with reading failure. The purpOses

akibf teaching children to

whatever successes.or

ink, feel and do about,tetching

tq
,

uncover tfie. hoficbmings-
A

of thi4sireport, therefore, are:

(1) tp identify the probleis of reading educatordtas a INelude to..eoluticins

.

which day then be
1

hypothesized;,and-(2) to describe 401 ds-assessment methOdo7

logy
wlfr,

by which this goal can be accomplished..

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
' MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

Betty Myers

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC) AND
USERS OF THE ERIC SYST,EM."
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The'basid isSUpption is that if we can discoverwhat students' and teachers'

problems are, WeitSVe gained enormously valuable,insight into their world and

we are in a positLon to help' them at some level to' redute:tm eliminate these

problems.

The method ogy fo identifying. poblems is traightfowird. Initially.,

first - persona counts of classroom problems are elicited from students and/or
is

. eachers. Sednd, since problems Are ,&meideredinstances of goal-rispOnse
. .

., .
.1,

interference, tone ormOre goal.statemente are inferred fkotalOchTLersonal

account. Third, goal,Statements are inspetted in order to eliminate duplica-

tion. Fourth, goal. statements
.
are made into a self-administering checklist

.--..

usually with' two sda14--one which indicates 4o4/ Irequently die gOal is not.

att ned and another which indicates how bothdisome ix is when the goal.ii not

1Y ,

att ined, 'Fifth, the checklist. is respondg4 to by the desired Sample of either_

,
v ',I -

.

%
students .or teachers. Sixth, the. responses: are analyzed to deter fine which. /

t'
-.individual problems are significant y,frequent and/or bothersome and which

.

groups of -similar problems (problem areas) seem most noteworthy. Finally spe-i.

. ..cific feedback is prep4ted for the respondghts. Upon getting the feedback',
! , .

individualized and persd alized p'rogramsof ineervice edudation for teachers
,

can be developed.
).

.s
The methodology has been used-on a number of occasions ,to determine teach-

der and/or student concerns (4, 6, 7). th revieteof these and other related'
.

.4

studies is available (5).] Most recently it, was employed as a part of pie Ohio

Right to Read Prograth.-

The purpose 9f using the needs
.assessment methodology therein was two-fold.

,
..

,
Generally there was an interest in determining the problems of teachers of;'.

reading soCihat statewide/attention might 'be fodused upon 'them. More specifica1,1
'

) s



.:

it4hoped that by eipOSing. Right. to Read participants tO,ffieMethodology
1

,
. i : '.

I
,

and shOwirt&-them how 'to use iti would n. they in otdd identify concerns of teach is, . .,

) 4 : . .

. 4 ., '
A

of reading in their school districts and institute more meaningful, and per-
,

sonal programs of inservice education.

PROCEDURES

-The-present-Studr:sought to expose-Right to:Read participaOtaa:astate-,.-

.' [.
wide conference "to the needs assessment

.
methodology sot hht they Could Use it:.'. .

- . I

.
.

-
,

to.identify problems of teachers of reading in their schOol districts and'ineti-;'

tute more. meaningful ilifrvice programs. The procedure for accomplishing the

objectives was identical-to that reportedin earlier studies- -that i prior

to and during the July 1915 Confirencee participants were engageein identifi-
.

6
cation of their perceivedproblems.and cohsidefation ofthe methodology by which-

they were determined.
r

Because some participants in earlier conferences found it tim

to coriduct,a study involving'hoth stage one (the collection of teac er problems,)

and stage two (theiriverification), the validity and reliability of the ch ok-

consumipg

list were improved so that it could be used,directly by school districts and 0

thts.eliminate'any need to do stage one. In ordet to d .ttas the instrument
V

,

was spbjetted tdfurther
y

item analysis' with a larger population of teachets

of reading. Consequently, the present study determines and reports what

\S-4
teachers of readintin Ohio perceive their problems to be.

.
. f

1 ,
Two samples of teachers were involved in the.present study. The stage

a .

sone'alple from Whom problems weretcolleCted'consisted of 40reachere enrolled
.

% -
.

, i.

duringin .graduate courses at Ohio State University the spring of 1975. ,Right

4

-



. ...

to Read Conference participants could not participaien this stage since these

participants were'not, 14 yet, .4.dentified,.-,

, -
The instrument used in stage'one for collecting the persohal accounts of

,--

teacher problemi, the MBRPTI, was based on.a similar instrument; the-My Biggest
. . ,

Problem Today Inventory (MBP1k),formused and described in two previous studies

(4, 7)..- Thereoni.teachers'of reading, are requested to record personal:accounts

of the biggest problem they encountet eack'..day when teaching reading: cAn

example of a problem reported by a teacher follows:

Great disparity in reading ability and.interestaleft.t.e class
moaning over what,'to me, was a.brief and.interestinuessignment.
My feelings of frustration seemed to keep.me fvoth-st mulating any
interest, absolutely no response to my most uptivoc ave. questions:
The class ended with the 'students and me disgruntl 0.

A second kind of information solicited kr the MBRPTI was the iespohdenes
-

r'action to the incident on each of three seta ofpolar adjectives: frequent-

infrequent; bothersome=not bothersome and.sOlvable.-4nsolvable.-

y

Thirdly, the respondent was asked tio,claititifythe personal account reported

on each MBRPTI according to ore of fourteen differeht-heeds: These 'heeds,

among ehem Achievement, Competence; CounteraCtionand Efficiency, Had been

identified in the two previous' studies of problemh of: teachers ofreading.
, -

Following the first. three steps of the methodology, the,MtRpTI was adminiqtered

. 1 4A
to the stage one sample of forty.t achers and duplications and redundancies

were eliminated. There were 38 sohaewhat..different goal-statements-added to

the checklist, 'These new goal st tement.T"vhen combined' with the 68 items'on
-

-

the original Teacher_ Probleme Che klist CReading) constliuted a, reviSed 106-

itlem.instrument, the Teachers P blemd Checklist: Reading (TPC-R).

1

I

tok



In addition to intreasing thenumber of items on the Checklist4 the

response mode'was changed as well. On the' f airst chelist respondents had'.

been aSked to ind,iaate on two, two- point scales (yes-no) the extent to which

each prOblem was frequently-Occurring and,"bOth dme. On the ,TPC:lt each of the
-

eness scales beCamea five-point scale.. There were two
.:P o .

.

;;frequency and bothers°
.

:reasons WSelectin this. scale. . First, jAHwho aSsumed that frequency and

bOthersomeness wer va,riable 'Which vast .,on a continuum. FedbaCk 'from/

teachers 'indicaing that they ha4,diff*Oty -.responding 'to the items on dicho-

tomous scales dupport assumptionii. Secondly, the purpose was then, to con-

struct a scale ofi which teachers could respond in.a psychometrically reliable

way and which would allow .the .responses to be 'distributed so that they would
,

yield the greatest variance possible., A modified fiVe7point Likert scale

*as employed to accomplish these purpoSes. Belowis an exiMpleof two speci-.

fiC problems pool the TPC-Bland the scales on which -teachers responded.

RELATED TO' RFADIN4 I HAVE, A -PROBLEM . I.

REQUENCY
, BOTHERSOME.

m
a

- , o ,m
. - ,4

>, m wm um >
w

- X
7

"---12 8 w
.0Ea E] ED E] En 1 Having appropriate mate- = ED,

5, 4 .3 2 - 1 .rial6 for different 4 3.
reading levels. ..

1:=1
4 3

1 =
5 2 1

2 Helping stUdentscom- ,

prehend non-fiction r
0 ,



The stage. two sample :Were the members of tW.JUly14p75'Right to Read

',..Conference. Each, was. sent a letter, whICAPemplained the purpose of the study

.'and requested the'participanOe cOopera io4 10 two .Ways. iiest, he or she

was asked. to complete one'of' thx'ee checklists Whiaabanpanied'the..letter.
t:

.!

SeCond.,,the'partiCipant was askelo get two colleagues to respond to the

other-0o checkiists in order to provide a largeenoughreepdhse:sothat thef
106-item. checklist could be factor analyzed.

.

Table i indicakee thenumbeof returned and usable'checklists by.subgroups

4f. respondents.

? .

TABLE

v

'NUMBER'OP,RESPONDENTS WHO RETURNED USABLE. CHECKLIeSTS BY SUBGROUPS
:4

,Subgroups
t.

Number of.Chec lists
. Returned

.1

Elementary Teachers'

Middle School Teachers.

High School Teachers
a

F

222

69

57

Reading Specialists 4'. 87.

'Supervisory or Administrative 79.
Personnel

"Others" 10

General Unspecified Classroom 4

Teachers

6,

TOTAL ' .528-

as



RESULtS.,

Participants responded to+both-the frequency and'bothersbienese of the
-

problems and their responses were analyzedf'sepatately in_ ordet to report two.

kinds of informatl . First,spetific-problems:lor all the Conference para-
'/ . -

cipants And forabiX'nupsrof participants were detetmined, Second, 'problem

areas which were ,saes qied by all the iespOndente_mereLrepattO

In otder to44#1;41.fy the specific problems perceived to b jt he most.fre-

quent, the .mean 0e0ency of all the problemS was determined fir Then each

mean which was hig4et,than the average was tested to determine if it signifi-
,

0

cantly (R<.01) ieded the value. of the average frequency of the problems.
. .

/
.

. , _ .
Since an intention of" the needs assessment methodology also is to be abfe.m

,

to prOlide retituitor meaningful subgroups ofresPondents, Table. 2 presents the'

/' . ./ . t

average responses and ranks of the 52 most frequently occurring ptobleMiLfor,

five-subgroups .of:respondints: elementary teachers, middle sctebeld: teachers,

high school teaChers, reading, specialists and supervisory and administiatiYe/
.

.

personnel.

c
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/

A COMPIARISON OF THE sidnOrcANTLi FREQUENT PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED
.

BY ALL TRE RESPONDENTS FOR FIVE SUBGROUPS

4

1

.

i

TPC-R

. I
1

4

!

i

. .

Problem Staten* t .

,

0 El
.. $0,o A

111 0 .

go
r-I U
41 ci,

(4 a) a

44
_ 0_ 0

FA pq

'°) '4
vi a
ZE-

C.) $40 0

lo cul .
4.4

XE4

OM '
W W

4.1

1 '0'
0.1 04

Ow ,

cd >

41 cO 0
> vi---C
)4 0 0

tit ($44

0 '0 W
u)(4144

1,

15

16'

17

A °

,

1
, .. I.

Having ippropriate

.

materials for different

. reading leveler, ; , ,

.,
,

Changing thOegativelptrceptions and

attitudei pLitudents toward reading--

doing those things which seem likely to

result in.more positive perceptions. and

'attitudes. il ,
, ,

Getting students to work more thoroughly ,

and saowly.
\ k

i 4
,

Because I want my students to have a

better self-conceRt.

I

Getting students to read at a rate

1
appropriate for coiprehtnding the

material.

i J

4 Getting students to learn and reiember

basic terms 'in is special subject area.

2.87/33.5

,85/38.5

11/

3.55/3

2.88/32

3.00/11

v

2.87/33,5

3.16139.5

3.39/20.5

311/2

3.32/25

3.22/32
t

3.20/34.5

3.39/22.5

3:39/22.5

.

..

3.47/15.5

3,40/20

3.14/41

t
3.39/22.5

2,57/58.5

3.17/12

4

,

C

3.26/6

-7----z-----7-1'

3.17/12

2.97/23.5

2.57/58.5

2.97/23.5

3.11/11 ,

.

,

3.13/9

:riril":01

\

2.90/34.5

2.92/29.5 '

2.99/22

4

ti

r.

10



TPC-R' Problim Statement

18 .Stimulating students to do remedial

work in reading,

,

19 Getting_---itatients to.

Demonstrating that 'my.. students, have

learned what hought I had taught.
20

21 Knowing ,about mad haying available.

a full rahge of reading,

doing thl5Se things xhicH identify and`,:;
ri

procure such materials1,2

22 Finding material 'Of interest for.,
4 A

eachsstudent.

24' Identifying students

difficulties.

reading

28 Getting students to comprehend.

29

c'
Having students make inferences from

their reading.

Having-enough time io 'work with stu-

dents who need special, help,

.

32 Getting students to follow directions.

35 Doing the things which seem likely to

helpcstudents imprOieln reading um-

11 ,

prehension ability such as giving

41

.",

.00 r-I
0 0

. tyl

2.90/28.5 13,25/30'

2 03'

3.00/11;

2.82/41

1.26/6

3 21/19

3.9,9/1

4

1 19/37.

46/14,

.3.04/5

4 30/1i

:3,49112

3.01/57.5

3.5:3113:5_

46

3.37/25 .

d

.3.21/32'

1.58/10./

3.63/.7

3.95/7

3.44/1i

3 16137.

2.77/44

2.85/35

2.60/54.5

71353/63

2.9.3/27

3.20/95

.3.56/1.5

3:14/15

2,87131

2,95/25.5

2: °97123 °5

2,7,7/54.5

2 87/37

.06113

3.05/16

3.23/5

3.13(9

3.67/1 '

2,90/34.5

2.77/54.5



Mitchell=Kernan, Claudia g Keith T. Kerman Children's' Insults: America'
and Samoa, in Sinches A Blount. Pp. 07-316.

Investigate the content of'children's insU as a way. of approachin

cultural values. For example, black AMerican children accuse each
other of being babies and insult each other.'t parents.. Samoan children

Furthermore,

of the above but accuse each other of having Chinese eyes.
Furthermore, the strength of the children'S response to particular
insults reflects the inensity of the respective value. for example,

black American children become most angered at referenceLito each
other's looks. Finally, when children use insults incorrectly, the
process by which they acquire values can be witnessed.

Nader, Laura. The ProbleM of Ordgr in a Faceless Society.

After noting the problem of voicing complaints'in a Complex society
such as ours (i.e: in contrast with Zapotec Indians who know the
appropriate channels far directing complaints), and noting the further
problems created by vertical as opposed to horizontal integration
(i.e. doctors talk primarily to other doctors, etc.), Nader analyzes
specific strategies of dealing with a complaint which she has dubbed
"the No-Job:" That is, the employee, of the_phone company for instance,
whose Job it is to say na., Interesting analysis of the verbal §trategies
used for accomplishing this end.

Sanches Mary. Introduction to Pt II Sanches & Blount.

Names 4 mostimportant sources of thinking with regard to metacommun-
ication: 1)"general" use of the term. 2) Bateson ,(see my entry for

details about his theory 3)' Jakobson (1960) in Style in Language, ed.

Thomas Sebeok. 4) symbolists in anthropology (e.g. Geerta. Sanches
discusses the dual goal of this section of,-the book:-1) scientific
scheme for isolating different types of metacommunicative events and
acts and 2) to understand how language as a behavior-generating-model
allow, -for an infinite number of speech events.

Sanches, Mary & Ben Blount. Sociocultural Dimensions of _Language Use.

NY: Academic Press, 1975.

Another key collection of essays' in the research tradition under
discussion. Many of the articles included are found in this biblio.

effelin, Bambi B. Getting it Together: An Ethnographic Approach to the
Study of the Development of Communicative Competence, in Elinor O.
Keenan, ed., Studies in,Developmental Pragmatics. NY: Atademic Press,

to appear,.

Begins with an excellent discussion of trends in'developmental
psycholinOltics, inspired by Chomsky and McNeill ,,particularly.
the approach:recommended by Slain, et.al., A Field Manual for Cross-
Cultural Stuti- the Acquisition of Communitathe Competence (UCB-LBRL
1967). Arguearcon incIngy that the Manual failed; since it prescribed

r?v



(Schieffelin, cont'd)

ellottation procedures developed in American settings, in hopes of
,

colibeting comparable data, which were not applicable in different
Cultures for reasons well-documented by SchieffOin. 'Then S) outlines
her Own system fop gathering developienW data in Papua, New Guinea,
:which consisted of recording speech from four children over an
extended period of .time in interaction with their own families in
their own homes, engaged in ordinary: activities.' Focuses particularly
on the use of the native term ala:ma, by which mothers and older
siblings purpOsefull teach young-thildren to "talk hard," i.e. right.
[Personal note: Very interesting data, clearly and de fitfully

discussed in a significant framework4

Silverman, David. The Action Frame of Reference, in The Theory of rganization;
Heinemann, 1970, pp. 126-146.

Argues for an "action" approach to understanding behavior which seems
to tenStst_in a holistic (cf. Percktohen). notion that "people are
conStrained by socially constructed reality" (as opposed to a "systems"
approach" which sees people as constrained by external systems). Reference,
to social theoriSts Durkheim, Parsons, Schutz,. as well .as Symbolic
Interactionjsts Rote and Blumer. Lists seven components of an Action
approach, Basic elements seem to be 1).meaning-as socially-constructed
reality and. 2) sociologists' task to understand inherent logic of data,
not impose. logic on data

Spradley, James P. The Ethnography of Crime in American Society.

A udy of public.intoXication in Seattle. By examining the
v rious terms used by habitual offenders, discovered the social
variables of public intoxication. In an interesting revelation of
the ways in whiCh different terms reveal different world vier/SIM
observation], notes that the same offenders are "down-and-oUters" to
outstders; "common drunkards" to the court;'"drunkt" or "vagrants" to
the police; "chronic alcoholics" to doctors andhealth officials; "the
homeless man" to social scientists; and, to the men themselves, "tramps"
or "inmates," or any of .. many subtypes of each (enumerated
in the text). The in-group's own classifications are shown to reflect
a complex set ofdtstinctions all of which grow out of the main
distinguishing factor of mobility. [note: Seems quite similar to the
Agar study for street junkies, but this one, for some reason, is much
more pleasant to read.]

Stross, Brian. LinguisAlic Creativity i Song, in Sanches & Blount. Pp. 317-348.

An interesting ethnography of song in Tzeltal (Mayans). What is specthll
-about this study is its focus'on the unique tension between freedomfor
creative. expression within structural constraints; ."It is ... by means
of constraints that creativity may be judged." Analyzes three sample
songs. [Personal note; This is the central tension in art, most
dramatically, and in all human culture.]

1



1PC.4 'JJProblem Statement' )

attention to meaning, 'retention,

inference Making, vocabUlary de- .

velopment and syntax.

'Having students feel successful at

reading:

Providing for individual differences.

38 Getting students'to.db,things such as

working carefilly or spelling correctly.,
2.

,

40' Getting students to,see meaning in the

printed page.

.45,
. Getting,students to improve in la60ag

arts abilities, espectellyreadi*

loing those things.whictis* likely

to improve those-Watt*. %''-

46 Getting students toj,readiaCCuraffly

orally.
'

47 Impioving my.ttudent's vocabularies.
,

,49 Knowing each student and

.reading problems.
,

or her

52 ;Gaining skill id -the diagnbsis of
,

.individuailstudent readi difficulties

'an4 having thttime and,. Op ottunityto

employ iuchfskills.

. ,

1,1

4/ 0

r.

2.59165

3.00/17

3.4414

.2.8,5/34.5

2.70/52.5.

3.14/43

3.36/22.5

3.86/3

3.14/43

3.20/34.5

N

3,16/37

3.58/10

3.82/3

1.14/41

3.12/44

2.72/49.3

2.66/51.5.

3.2115 '

-1.

3.00/21.5

2.8,7/31

2.80/50.5

3.03/19.5

3.15/7

2.85/40

2182/46.5

2.82/41. 2.99/60 ,2.79/66.5 2:82/37 56/67.5

- 2.90/.28.5 3.46-44 3.67/5 3.21/8 3.05/16

2.62/59 1.14/43 3.47/1.5 3.53/63 3.06/13

3.39/5 3.17/4 ,3.35/26.5 2.95/25.5 3.25/3

.14



TP C -R Palem Statement

54 Helping students learn' to read fluently.

56 Having appropriate,materialerfor different

interest levels,

.

57 Having preparation tike.1

61 Getting students to read aloud with

expresd.on.

64 Improving students' word attack skill's.

65 Getting students to read.so that they

develop better understanding of language

structure such as complete sentences and

sentence fragments.

66 Teaching too many students or, large clasfis.

' 67 Helpi studentsto comprehend what they are

read/I/orally.

60 Because I want students to have confidence

enough to attack new words.

72 Because I want other students to be more

considerate of students who do not read'

'as well.

73 Enhancing my students' interest in and

attitude toward reading,.

15

0
N.
da

0

cdF

'00 0'
2

2.90/28.5

2.93/24

3.23/7.5

3.02/13

2.86/36

3.001-17'

2.95/2145

2.95/21.5

2.82/41

2.73/48

2.68/55.5

0
0

U) U)

0 0
r-1

3.30/26 s 1.0$ 4s

3.316/22.5

v1.45/16

3.20/29 '
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TPC-r

4

".

P0blem Statemtnt

.Knowing how to help students with low'

/ I.Q., poor vision or hearing problems.

,8G . Finding enough time to help all reading

i.groups.

Completing the work I haVe planned,

85 Because I want parents to be more con-,

cerned about their child's reading.

ability;

, 4

87 Gettinustuctents to read iore.

Getting studentsAo read at their own

grade,levei.

89 Helping students to overcome peiceptual

problems;

90 Motivating students. t'`read,

92 , Knowing about and having appropriate

materials for 'a wide range of students.'

, 93 Getting students tolry harder.'.

94 4 Overcoming students' feellings oyrus-
iraiion.

17
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2.86/3.6

3.00/17

3.23/7.5

3.18/10

2.60/62

-189/31

2.80/44
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3.011.14

2.7114
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'4l 0) 0

N0'rl

)4 0 0
,
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2.91/32

3.24/4

2.99/60 2.79/66:5 2.77/44 ,2.94/2

'3.59/10 3.26/30 3.38/5 3:06/71

3.71/6 3.86/2 3.56/1.5 3.30/2

',3.09/51

2.99/60
,

.3.52/11

3.42/18

3.65/7.5

301/57.5

3.18/34.5 2.97/23.5 2.61/61

, 3:09/21.5 3.05/16

3.58/10-)

3v35/26.5

3 /8

3 6/30

3.24/7. 3.13/9

,

2.66131.5 2.94/27.5

3.05/16.5

1:90/28

2.89/36

2.84/43
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TPC-R Problem Statement'

98 Getting stu

details.

d

'100 Getting students to retain and use.what.

they have learned._,

0 read.for and,recall

' :41

cd

14 0.1

E-1

0 I-I
Q

(1.1

r4
WO

.2.91/26

3.16/12

101 Because I want students tcq?! epared, w 2.90/5.5

102 Overcling stud ts' indifference '2.97/46

toward' reading.

O

c
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1

'4

3.164/9

3.46/14

3.39/20.5

3.39N2.5

3.72/4

3.56/12

3.42/1B:5

,

344/3

2.7941.5

L15/14'

4,\

p

2;75/56.5

2.75/56.5

2.84/43

3.01/21
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Note that a Problemmay'Se frequently'occurring-foThe
whole group while it

. ..

.

miroccUr only infrequently for a subgroup, and vice. versa. 4- .
:

.

..Table .presents the same kind of results for .the 48 most bothersome

,prOblems for the five subgroups of resp-odentg.'

!lot
(
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TABLE .3

A COMPARISON4pF TH; SIGNIFICANTLY 'BO HERSOME PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED
iY ALL THE RESPONDENT FIVE SUBGROUPS '
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1 Having appropriatematerials for dif-

ferent reading levels.,
j

\

3 Changing the negative perceptions and

attitudes Of students toward reading--

doing those thingswhich seed likely ,

to result in more positive perceptions

and attitudes
\

f

8 Getting students to work more thoroughly

0 slowly.
1

15 Because I want m btudentS to have a

better self-conce.t. .

18 Stimulating studen s to do remedi4

work,in reading.

19 Getting students to enjoy it. 1

3.35/26.5

3.54/14

3.94/3 '.

3.28/33

3,27/35

3.20/41

3.59/26

'3.77/15

,

,^

3.97/4,,

3.39/38.5

3.32/44.5

3.57/28

3.77/13

3.74115

1

3.67/19

3.49/32.5
.. .....;-,

3.26/50

3.82/10'

1.23/37.5

,3.94/1

.

3.80/7

3.62/13

3.22/37.5

3.38/27.5

3.35/17

'3.67/2

.

,

8.5

3.10/39

3.08/41

3.. 28/235

I
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TPC- Problem, Statement

A.-
'21 Knowing about and having availablela

full range of reading materials--doing

those thingi which identify and pro-

lure ouch: materials.

22 Finding materials of interest for each

student,

4

24 Identifying studentO)reading diffi-

culties.

28 Getting students, to compreh9nd.

29 Having, students make inferences from

their reading.

30 Being awake and alert.

32 Getting students to follow directions.

36 Havig students feel successful at

reading.

I

37 ' Providing for individual differences.

38 Getting students to do things such as

working carefully or spelling correctly.

24

3.14/45

3.29/31

3.65/9

3.82/6

3.49/18.5

4.41/1

3.91/4.5

3.28/33

3.'66/8

3.70/7'

-16-

4

1

3.39/38.5

3.72/18

3.55/29

3.81/10.5

3.84/8

4.52/1

4.13/2

3.39/38.5

3.65/21.5

4.12/2

3.72/17.5

3.72/17,5

3.54/27

3.93/6

3.61/20.5

4.62/1

3.82/10

3.37/42.5

3.54/27

3.96/3

1

3;00/57

3.51/19

3.38/27.5

3.60/15

3.66/10

3.91/2

3.60/15.

3.48/20.5

3.25/35.5

3.60/15

3.06/42.5

3.52/4

447/7

3.37/15.5

3.87/1

3.29/21

3.16/33

3.41/10
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Ekman, Paul; ed. Darwi'n a d Facial Expression; Centu-

Review. -NY: Academif Press, 1973.

The last word [or t on facial expr sinn research.'
includes chapter by Ekman himself in which he su veys cross-cultural
studies of facial expression. The thrust of his ument is that
whereas facial expressions were once considered univ- sal, there
developed- a trend toward considering them socially-de mined
(he blames Birdwhistell.lorthis, among others),'like e n ng

else. Shows why studies which seethed to supportsuch an interpretation
are not valid. Proffers instead the theory (con inpingly) that facial
expressions of emotion are universal; it is dis la rules (i.e. when':

it, is deemed appropriate to show expressions tat er framxulture.
to culture.

Ekman,cPaul. About Brows Emotional and Conversational Signals, in Aschoff,
Cranach,Eibi-Eibesfeld4 Lepenies, eds., Human. _Ethology. Cambridge
University

of Research in

Press, to appear.

Tells all that Ekman knows about brows ,(which is probably as much as
or more than anyone else in the world), including their use as a
baton (to emphasizeAvord or phrase in,-.conversation, or ,as an emblem
not accompanied by speech). Discutses notion of display_rules see

above entry] and experimental data documenting them, An excellent

introduction to the sort-of thing Ekman does,which is truly
overwheiming. [Note: Having recently just about completed what amounts
to an etic analysis of facial movements, he and Friesen are embarking
on emic analyses.]

kman, Paul and Wallace V. Friesen. The Repertoire of Nonverbal Behavior:
Categories, Origins, Usage, and Coding. Semiotica, Vol. 1, 49-98 (1969).

A verki,complete and clear article. Begins with summary of their-work
to date\(not telling findings but describing areas) Suggest that
origin, 'wage and coding (the lett ris defines rules which' explain
how the be4vior contains or conves information) are the three aspects
of non ve-r:b that must be underst,01 Discust these three.paramelOs
for each of Me categories of nog4Ofbal behavior: 1)- emblems, which
have a "definill n" or verbal translation. 2) illustrators; of Which
there are six type batOns, ideographs, deictic movements, spatial
movements, kinetogra s and pictographs, all of Whichlserve to
illustrate what is be said. 3) affect dis la s, primarlly involving,
the face. 4) regulators ich "maintain an. regulate the baCk-and-
forth nature of speaking an' istening," by urging the speaker to hurry
up or slow down, for example. adaptors, called the most difficult
to describe and believe in (I), 'ch are presumably originally learned

as adaptive behavior to fulfill nee e.g wiping of lips with tongue

or hand. Three types are distinguishe_ self-adaptors, alter-adaptors,

object- adaptors. An accompanying chart MekesN all the above plain.

,s,,,
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Erickson,,Frederick. One Function of Proxemic Shifts in Face toace

IlltneEtt8n FalE fRgnetWisThieilAgMali ti Be o

In studying videotaped counseling sessions, discovered that proxemic
shifts are often parallel to topic shifts. They occur at the beginning
and end of a segment, and correspomd to shifts in content,. style,.and
interaction process. Always occuf with "uncomfortable moments."
However, they occur less at segment boundaries in intra-lpic
encounters ("not clear why").

E rickson, Frederick. Talking Down and-Giving Reasons: Hyper-Explanation
and Listening Behavior in Inter-Racial Interviews. Paper_delivered
at the International Conference on NOn-Verbal Behavior, Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education, Toronto,,,Canada, May 11, 1976'1

Based on' counseling interviews (video- taped) between counselors and
studentsof different and similar ethnic backgrounds. Discovered that
the most usable information was gleaned by the students when the
counselor's ethnic background was similar to theirs. First reviews
relevant research. Then shows the effects of differing expectations
about how ership and speakership is to be carried out and
signalled. Basic inding is that (for example) black Americans in
the study tended to- intain eye contact while speaking and make eye
contact only sporadica ly while listening. In contrast, the white
speakers tended to look steadily at their interlocutor while listening
and allow their eyes to dart about while speaking. The result in
inter-ethnic communication was that the black student appeared to the
'whitercounselor to be not listening or not understanding, since the
black listener often "missed" the speaker's LRRM (Listener-Response-
Relevant-Moment; i.e. a signal that some response from the listener is
expected), and the white speaker similarly "missed" some of this
listening responses the black listener made according to his own conventions.
The result was that the counselor employed one of two forms of hyperexplan-
atien: talking down or giving reasons.repeatedly. The impression, not
otherwise explicable to the student, is that the counselor thinks he is
stupid. This is altogether a crucial paper, clearly set forth and well
demonstrated by examples from the data. '

Goody, Jack. Memory and Learning in Oral and Literate Culture: The
Reproduction of the Bagre. ms.

Whereas he used to think the LoDagaa of Northern Ghana memorized the
Bagre, he now believes it is a process of creative reconstruction
from a' schema. With reference to Bartlett and Lord, discusses oral
versus literate uses of memory, noting that it is only in literate
societies that verbatim memory flourishes, 4ince that type of memory:
is associated with formal schooling. Writing is said to affect .

memory in three main ways: 1) by making possible the greater ordering
of things 2). adds a visual, spatial and motor element 3) facilitates
rehearsal by making it possible to check back to the text.
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Goody. Jack and Ian Watt. The Consequences of Literacy, in G glidii, pp.
311-357. Excerpts from larger work, 1962.

Notes that modern culture is both oral and literate, and that the
relationship between these two modes:is a source of problems. Tho_
advent.of literacy made possible a permanent record of the past and
its beliefs, thereby ushering in the task of historical enquiry and
also scepticism. It became possible to build up and test explanations
and to,develop a "logical, specialized, and cumulative intellectual
tradition." [This one of the basic texts in the tradition of
oral/literate culture which includes a number of the entries in this
bibliography.]

Kaplan, Robert B. Cultural Thought Patterns in Inter - Cultural Education.
Language Learning, Vol. 16, 1-20 (1966

Begins with a summary of philosophical and linguistic' theory about'
cultural relativity of rhetoric and logic. Discutses findings90 a
study which analyzed the compositions, written in English, by students
of various language backgrounds. Concludes..that speakers of other
language's adhere to different rhetorical models, and illustrates these.
by simple diagrams. In Arabic (and other Semitic) languages, "paragraph
development is based on a complex series of parallel constructions,"
and coordination is valued rather than,subordination. Oriental (Chinese
and Korean) languages are said to be "marked by what may be called an
approach by indirection," and "much greater freedom to digress or to
introduce extraneous material is available in French, or in Spanish...."
Concludes that contrastive rhetoric must be taught as we now teach
contrastive grammar, and suggests some ideas for how this may be done.
[Personal note: Although it is little known in linguistics, this is one
of my favorite articles.]

Keenan, Elinor O. Why Look at Planned,and Unplanned Discourse, in Keenan
& Bennet, pp. 1-41.

Makes the interesting (and apparently valid) claim that communicative
strategies learned early in life are not replaced by later-learned
strategies but rather are "retained, to be relied upon under certain
communicative conditions." Specifically, suggests, that adults employ
more sophisticated communicative patterns in planned discourse, but in
unplanned discourse -" "they rely moreheavily on morpho-syntaotic and
discourse skills acquired in the first three to foUr y ars of life."
Data presented to support hypothesis is drawn from chi d/child communi-
cation (her own); child/adult (Leis Bloom's); and adul /adult (Jeffer-

--:1 -son's and Schegloff's)-. Note that "planned" in this study refers to
planned written, while "unplanned" refers to unplanned spoken. Work
remains to be done on, planned spoken and unplanned written texts.



Keenan,, Elinor O. & Tina Bennet, eds Discourse Across Time and Space.
Southern California Occasional Papers in Linguistics Na. 5, May 1977.
(Department of Linguistics, University of Southern California)

A collection of articles by Keenan and others associated with her,
based on the following data: 6 narratives were given orally and
spontaneously by students in a composition class about a near-death
experience (cf. Labov), and then the same people went home and wrote
up the same experiences. Includes useful bibliography by area/topic.
[Note: An excellent idea for real data, comparing written and spoken
modes. Work seems influenced by ethnomethodologists, sometimes
.happily, sometimes less See individual entries.]

Keenan, Elinor Ochs and Bambi B. Schieffelin. Topic as a Discourse Notion:
A Study of Topic in the Conversations of Children and Adults, in Li, ed.,
Subject and Tepic, NY: Academic Press, 1975, pp. 335-384.

Forauthors, topic "is not a simple NP but a proposition (about which,
°some claim is made or elicited)." They "propose here a dynamic model
of the way in which -takers establish a discourse topic." Drawing upon
data from three sources: 1) Lois Bloom's tapes of mother/child interaction
2) conversations between twine children 3Ygroup therapy session transcribed
by Gail Jefferson. Model (also shown graphically) includes the following:
1) secure attention 2) speak clearly 3) give sufficient information to
identify objects 4) give sufficient information about relationships
between objects mentioned. The development of competence in:children

. "concerns the, extent to which a cht.14is able to determine the discourse
topic of a conversational partner." [Note: "discourse topic" as outlined
here is similar to Gumperz' notion of "thematic progression." Seems right.]

Kempton, Willet. The Rhythmic,Basis of Interactional Micro - Synchrony,

Ills.

Birdwhistell and Scheflen study kinesics. Condon and later, Kendon)

studtemicro-kinesics. Kempton [his name is one more credential for his
role in the field] explains their work, which uncovered the completely
awe-inspiring fact of synchrony at the micro level over a baffling range

of interactions. That is, when someone speaks; s/he exhibitsself-
synchrony: the parts of their body move in sync with each other and

with speech -- in the same frame of a movie film! Even more

astoundingly,, there is interactional synchrony: the hearer's movements
are in sync with the speaker's. Different parts of the bodies move at
different speeds and in different directions, but they:change direction
at the same moment. Self-sychrony is even found in neonates (that's

newborns

Kempton, Willet. Speech Rhythm and Social Interaction: A Review of
Microkinesic Research. ms.

Discusses synchrony (see preceding entry) in primates and in various
exceptional situations. E.g. monkeys exhibit dpsynchrony just before

c
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(Kempton, Review, cont'd)

departure. Dyssynchrony is also observed in pathological behavior,
Parkinsonism, stuttering, schizophrenia, aphasia, Huntington's chorea,
epilepsy, autism, retardation, and-reading pro lems. More synchrony
is observed between members of the same ,sub-cu ture, between mothers
and their infants, between men and women. Ref re e made to Lomax's
work on cantometrics exhibiting "choral cohesiv ness," which seems to
be a related phenomenon. [Personal note: th is more evidence for
the existence of similar communicative strategies among members of
similar subcultures; further explanation for the satisfying feelings
associated with- communicating withsomeone of a shared background.

Ki shenblatt-Gimblett, Barbara. The Concept-and Varieties of Narrative
Performance in East European Jewish Culture, in Bauman & Sherzer,
pp. 283-308. .

,Shows that narration of stories is a "cultural. focus" in east European
Jewish society. Stories are told regularly to make a point. "My aim;

wi to characterize storytelling in :east European Jewish
cutlure of th late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, particu-
larly in tradi ion - oriented circles. Defines and describes various
types of storie told, from least to most formal, giving eXamples of
each type. Ends, with comparison of formal' and informal types.

Kroll, Barbara. Combining Ideas in Written and Spoken English: A Look at
Subordination, in Keenan & Bennet; pp. 69-108.

Discusses the syntactic functions coordination and subordination as
. treated in three traditions: pedagogical grammar, contemporary rhetoric,
and transformational grammar, and opts for an eclectic approach.
Suggests that the measure for counting is an "idea unit" which a
communicator has in mind and can encode at the phrase, clause or sentence
leVel. Such units can then be combined by coordinating conjunctions,
subordinate "signal" words, or dependent phrases. Hypothesizes that
"the totally unsophisticated communicator knows and uses none of these
devices, and relies instead on the principle of 'nextness' to create
connections between ideas)r4

Labov, William. Narrative Analysis: Oral Versions of Personal Experience,
in Helm, ed., Essays i in the Verbal and Visual Arts. Seattle: U of
Washington Press, 1967 'Pp. T2-44.

Suggests that before, temptifng to analyze complex narratives such
as myths, epics, etc., scholars should grapple with "the siMplest
and most fundamental narrativestructures ... in direct connection with
their originating factions." Suggests that such narratives are "oral
versions of personal experience." This paper then' analyzes such
narratives elicited from speakers of Black `English lnot sic] in New
York. The analysis is formal and functional. [Note: the attempts at



formalism are annoying to me but the reference to actual narratives
which are quoted at length are excellent. This paper is a precursor
of the following.]

Labov, William. The Transformation o
in thp Inner

of Pennsylvania Press, 1972.

This is a key article in.narrative study fromHany perspective.
Structural analysis: narrative contains 1) abktrbct. 2) orientation
3) complicating action 4) evaluation 5). result 6) coda. Of
these, evaluation is the most for content' analysis.
It consists of the speaker's attempts to answer in advancelhe hearer's
question, "So what?" I.e. it shows what the speaker thinks is tellable
about the story. Shows numerous linguistic techniques for accomplishing
evaluation. , [Note: ,If you're going to read anything about narratives,
read this.] '

Experience in Narrative Syntax,
the Black English. Vernacular.

22

Olson, Davi. From Utterance to Text: The Bias of Language in Speech and-
Writing, in Fisher and Diez-Gurerro, eds., Language and Logic in
Personality and Society NY, 1976. Also Harvard.Education Review, 47:,3 (Aug 197;Personality Society.

,A long and interesting discussion of rhetorical strategies in writing-,
and speech. Basically distinguishes between. the concept .of meaning .

as inherent in the text associated with' writing,(anCWith-Chomsky in.
linguistics) as opposed. to meaning residing in contexti%assatiated
with speech (and with Chafe). Oral statbments are said to appeal to
common experience for meaning, whereas written statementsdependon
prior agreement about rules of argument.- Children are said to ignore
or misinterpret utterances which express meaning other than that-.
expected (contrary -to -fact, entailment, comes later). Most common
reasoning. is really enthymeme: logical steps are omitted. What people,-

consider "logical:" in fact, is what they agree with. [All thiS and more.]
1,

Polanyi, Livia. Why t e WhatS are When: Mutually ConteXtualiiing Realms
of Narrative, in O'oteedin s of the Second Annual Meetin' the
Berkeley LinguisticS Society, 1976.

Quote: "In this paper I will be arguing for the need for a pragmatic
theory of,narrative to account for the surface structure phenomena
which are common in the narrative texts of real speakers." Outlines
others' approaches to narrative-analysis and their inadequacies.
Leaning heavily on Labov's notion of "evaluative'," makes the key
obOrvation: 'People regularly understand a.given narrative text to
beabout something other than the events-or changes of state in the
narrative." Two kinds of structures, are posited: temporal (ie
sequential events) and durative/desCriptive (sOatialcharacterologicali
etc.). After analyzing in-detail a priceless nirratiVe:entitled'The
Lady and the Housefly', concludes by Stiggesting eformatiSm (not



(Polanyi,( Realms, cont d)

yet worked opt) which builds "on the concept of mutually
contextualizing frames -- each frame containing a structure governed
by its own rules, and the three frames as-a-whole constituting a
narrative frame operating within the communicative structure as one
way of encoding and reporting information to other people."'

Polanyi, Livia. So What's The POint? Semiotica, to appear.

Hypothesis is that what the oint of story.can be is culturally
constrained. Demonstrates s y analyzing in detail a story
told.by a woman in a group discussion and showing that the speaker
and her audience negotiate the point of the story until they agree
upon one and the speaker can move on to another. Includes,
comprehensive bibliography of sources onmnarratives. [Personal note:
the story here analyzed is the,one I collected
Oich is also the subject of my own papers:Nell What Did You Expect?"
(BLS 3) as well as "The Effect of Expectations on Conversation"
Discourse Processes, to appear). Polanyi'S paper dentains key

jr4i hts into the cultural constructs underlying discourse.]

pp, Vladimir. Morphology of the Folktale, 2nd ed. Austin: U of Texas
Press, 1968. --(Study completed by Propp in 1928; originally published

gnglish translation in 1958 ),. Intro by Alan Dundes.

A very basic text in narrative analysis, since it was one of the first.
It is what Dundes (in the introduction) calls a syntagmatic structural
approach, tracing the linear sequence of events, as opposed to a
paradigmatic structural approach (cf.Levi-Strauss) tracing underlying
patterns and binary oppositions. Propp does not concern himself with
context and culture. Simply breaks fairy tales into component parts
and studies them in terms of the functions of dramatis personae.

Ross, Robert N. Ellipsis and the Structure of Expectation. San Jose _State:
Occasional Papers' in Linguistics, Dept of Linguistics, San Jose State. U.,
1975.

Ross As " "interested in hOW we perceive and understand the connections
between some parts of texts.YThesiS itthat this is accomplished-by
means. of "covert pieces- of. information" -which he calls "structures of

, expeCtation." [Personal note: I have borrowed this term from Ross; it-
seems like the simplest and most accurate way of expressing what has-
-been called scripts, schemata, frames,- templates, etc.]

Sacks, HarVey. On Some Puns: With Some Intimations, in-Shuy, ed. Sociolinguistics:
Current Trends and Prospects. :' Washington-DC;- Georgetown U., 135444 (1 ).

Discusses puns as a way of showing what ethnomethodology can do.
Thus, aim is "to show a conversation sequential ordering [sic] that
can be found for a characterizable class of puns. Data from a group
therapy session for adolescent boys. After_ presenting the excerpt



11104. 6oblem titatellent

Getting itudedts to see meaning in the

ptinte4 page,

:
Getting students to *rove in language'

arts Abilities, especially, reading.
1

Doing ihope,thingitich seem-Nicely

;'to- improve those ti

.471: Improving my students' vocabniaries.

'49 Knowing each student and.his or her

reading problem. *

'52 ' 'Gaining skill in the diagnosikof

individual6siudent'readihg difficult

ties and havihg the time and oppOr-

` 1' ,euOty 50employ such skills,

.5 Having appropriatelateriei for'

diffeyent:interest levels.

57 Having pieparation time, l
62 Maintaining student attention.

64 Improving students' woad attack,

skills. ,

v

w.

3.24/38

fj

3,01/553

t

3.32)44.5

3,25/49.i

3.35/444 3.45/23

3;30/46 3.15/44

i.09/40

2,97/47

3.01/5505 3.45/33.5 3,61/20.5 3.:53/18 3.13/38

348/33 3:45/31.5 3.56/24.5 3.34/4
38114

3.91'/14.5 '3,94/5, 3.37/42.5 3.4/17 3,51/5.5

,

t deime'
3.21/40 3.58/ 7 43.47/14.5 3.13/45 3.15/35.5

3..60/11 3.52/31 3.126/50 3:08/50 '2.91/53.5

3.38/23 3,51/4 3.46/37, 3.06/54.5 3.18130.5

3.26/36.5 3.13/61 2.74/76.5/3.20/40 300/45,5
"11

1

A



TPC-R Problem Sta went

Getting students to. read OQ that they

d'velop better understanding of lan-

guage structure such as 'complete

sintences'and sentence fragments.

66 Tdaching too many students or large
classes.'

67 Helping students to comprehend. what

k.they are teading orally.

0H
41

ri
0 8

3.14/15.5

1

3.52/15.5

3.19/42

69 Because I want students to have con- 3.09/48
fidence enough to attack new words,

72 Because I want other,students to be 3.45/20
more Considerate of students who do
,tiot read as well,

73' Enhancing my students' in t in

and lattitudeloward readin

78 Overcoming student apathy or out-

right dislike,

79 ' Knowing how to help students, with

low I.Q, poor vision, or hearing

problems.

3.34/41

3.83(9.

3.3b/48

3.77/15:

3.07/51 .3:70/20

3.03/53.5 3.62/24

3.55/13 3.61/25

3.28/47,5

3.18/55

'3.19/54

3.04/60

,'3,79/12

3.49/32.5

3.58/22.5

3:47/34.5

3.12/46 5

2:71/73

3.00111

3.39/26

3.64/12

3.75/8

3.32/31.5

3,44/24.5

3.00/45.5

2i70/69.
,

i

2.96/49

3.01/44

411-25

3.29/21

3.29/21

3+37/15.5
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TPC-R Problem Statement
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41

H

O

80

82

85

Finding enough time to help all reading

groups.

Dealing with, students who are bright

but slow readers,

wantBecause I want parents to be more_con-

cerned about their child's., reading

ability; I 1

87 Getting Adepts to read more.

Helping students to over9omi per-

ceptual problems,

Motivating Ii990
ents to, read,

189)

\ 91. Doing an effectivalob of teaching

reading.

92 KnoWing about .end having appiopriite

materialslor a wide range' of stir

delta.
'

4.

93 Aittintstudentsicil harde.

0Vetc4ming stuitania' feel g o

frustration.

30 ,

r.

'1

4

3.99/2

3.37/24.5

3.64/19

3.52/15.5

'3.30/30

3.32/29
,

3.49/185

3.91/6.5

3.13/61

3.74/17

3.80/12.5

3d.3/61

3,77/15

3.65/21.5

3.64/23

A

;80/1'2',

r

1.28/47.5

3.05/60

3,54/27

3.95/4

3.11%57

1.93/6

3.58/22.5

3.51/30

a

3.28/34

3.20/40

3.65/11

'3.84/6

3.44/24.5

3.87/3.5

3.47/22.

3.09/48

3:.60

:48t20.5

'0C 0
>"
sr!

ro

0 4
401 0 g

g
YI 0

0'0 0
th 134

3.39/12

3.1603,

3.18/30.5

3.51/15.5

3.30/79

3.43/8.5

3.39/121

L15/115.5
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98 Matting 'Students to read for and recall:.

details. .

.

100:'

,

Getting students to retain and use,what

they have learned.

44±..
__IfecaUse..Lwant-students-to -tkprepared.

102. Overcoming students indifference. toward

reading. \'
\

106 HaVing students feel that they ate \

'.paking..sstisfactory progress. \

3.15/43

$.57/12

,

-3,26[36.i'

3.40/22'

308/49.5

3.17/56

,

3.91/6 ,

3;81/10.5

3.71/19

.3:32/44.5

3.I56/24 5r
, .

.

.c,

3.98/2 '

.82/10,

3.93/6

3.46/37 ,

. 0. 4

3.08/50
0

.i .1
.

3.87/3.3

3.20/40

3..85/5

3t32/31.5

2.76/63

3.24/27.5

'2.96/49

.3!39/12

3.06/42.5

Y

132

'of
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in order to attempt to identify the problem areas Aspresented by the 106

,pecific'probleme on the TPC-Rk a factor analysis.was.4apa.separately for:the
.

frequency and bothersomeness respotaes .The freqUencesponses.andthe.

culthersomeness of the 528 raspondents to the 106.itemivon the TPC-R
.

,

.

.

were first subjected to the'$rincipal -axis method of common factor analysis .to

cl
.

etermine the number of.salient comma ,factors that ipuld be meaningfully'
T.: W. ..

. .

,

rotated. Ta besurato account for ''meaningf4 factors in terse two sets
.

. , .

..

.

.'1'..,

...
. .

.. ,
I.,

. of datavl.eachZf th4 106-item correlation matrices was ':overfactored" (i.e.,. .

20'factors) dbaiyally uSingmodified.squared mUI4ple correlations as first
, v .

.i_

A it

estimates .6f,.the effective.communalities (8:4-5).
.

dJ

Relative to the initial factoqng of the frequency responses, a summary.

oftesultant eigenvalues and est*ited vartanCe.shared is'given in thCleft-
O

hand portipn of Table 4.
,

TABLE 4
%

'PRINCIPAL AXIS S LUTION OF FREQi NCY RESPONSES. USED
'TO MURK THE NUMBER OF:SALIENTFACTORS.,

Factor

SqUared Multiple Correlations.
.

Used as Estimates.of Communalities

Eigetvalue Fertent.
Elgenvalue Difference. Variance.

Sul of Squared Factor
Loadings SubSequently Used
as Estimates of Communalities

Percent
Eigenvalue Variance,

1 23.60

2 3.78

3 3.31 A

4 3.10

19.82

.47

.21

.17

48.10

55.80

62.55

. 68.87

i

34

23.56

,3.75

3.26

3.07

54.04

62.65

70.14

77.18



-*actor

5 1.93

-16 1.65

7 1.53

8 1.36

9- 1.17

10 1.09

11. 1.07

a.%
, ,

.

Eigen:14ilue Percent

-Eigenvalue Diffetence Variance

12

14

15
. ! .

16'

17

18

.19

20

.93

.88

r

:70

.77

.69

.66

.60

st,
r

-.28

.12

,
.17

.19

-408

.02

.14

.05

.05

. 08

,TABLE

L

. 01

.05

PerCent.

Eigenvalue Variafice

1. 72.80 1.88 *0 81.50
No.

76.17' 1.62 85.22

79.29

82.06
, V
84.44

86.67

88.84

9074

92.53

'94.21

95.80,

97.37

98.78

100.12

101.44

102.66*

1.48 88.61

1.33 ,. 91.65

1.12. 94.21

1.05 .96.63

e
1.02 98.98

IV

'4-0

I

* When the factor iatrix is initially ovprfactored and squared multiple correla-
. I

tions are used for communality estimation, it is common that latter,`/

account for more than'100 percent of common variance 'trace).
'

. . \
l'.

.----

The summary Wered by Table.4 was used to judge the n ber of frequency fad-
4

tors. (salient factors) that could be meaningfully ro4ed.: The principal'

methods used to determine the number-of factots to be retained for rotation

35



a

. .

were-Cattell's scree test .(3:206) and an examination of the over:factored
.

, 4.

initial -principal_axis matrix (not shown). To apply Cittell's scree test,
.

the eigenvalue difference colum6 is studied for the purposeor determining

where (a).the differences begin to off"or (b) a reversal in magnitude
,

of difference occurs... The scree c iterion.suggested a five,eight,or eleven '

factor solution for frequency with preference for the latter since an exami-

nation of the initial principal axis matrix revealed the presence of only one

,ubstantial fectorlOading associated, iththe remaining nine excluded factors-7

a loading of .374 on factor thirteen. To resolve the loice among these threes

solutions, five, eight.and:eleven factors were_subsequently!rotated with the

result that the eleven factor solution lent itself to clearest interpretation.
.11

Thedeciiion, therefore, was to retain eleven factors for rotation:

To achieve greater precision, the log item correlation matrix was refactOred
. .

using the sum of thesquared factor loadings on the'eleven retained:factors as ..'

estimates of effectiVe communalities. 'RefactOred-eAsults, are dispAsyed irvt,he

riglithan4L;kitiOn:Of:Table 4.'
:.T

,
.. .

. AFactors emanating from t rhe efactored solution were then subjected to an

oblique promax rotation (12) for the purpose of obtaining meaniogful,;structure.

Table 5 presents the speCific problems that'had a .300 or higher loadlIng. on

.each of the eleven frequency factors..,,

.;
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ELEVEN FACTOR SOLUTION FOR FREQUENCY. DATA FROM
THE TEACHER PROBLEMS CHECKLIST: READING

XAstericks denate-problems., identified as

significant.for;All respOndents.
.

N ,gmH528) .

4

TPC-R

FaCtorIl. = Invigoration

ProbleM StateMent

J

73*. Enhancing My students' interest in lvd.attitudes toward.

readilig./

90* Motivating studenis to read.

.19* Letting students to enjoy it..
,

0.0

ftWc.Plireicoming students

87i -Getting tudents to read More._

indifferenCe toward- reading.

.Changing:the negative:perceptions and aititOdestatudents
tc:/aili:readi'hgcloIngithose!tthifigawhieh:seefajikely to
:xeStilt in..mOrePesitivepeicePtiOnOind attitudes

94*. Overcoming students' feeling's of fostration.

78 Gitercoming student apathy or outright
.

15* Because I want my students to, have

.36111' HaVing students feel successful at
4

.
,

.

Having students feel that they are
progress.

166

abetter self-concept.

reading.

makinisatisfactory

Factor
Loading

.556 '

/1.502 '

'.482

.465

.356

. : .333..

.322

.310 .-

TPC-R

Factor II: Skill Building in Oral Readifig

Problem Statement
?

42 Improving students' oral, reading

46* Getting students'to'read accurately orally.

.37 . - =We

Factor
Loading.

.489

.447



Helping students feel secure and unafraid when reading aloud:

77 .Getting students! 'to read°1oudly and'clearly.-

61* Getting Students tio read aloud with expression.

5 boil% the things which seem likely to help students improve J
in oral 'reading.

.445'

.438

.430.

.410

Factor.IXT: Time '

TPC -R
-FaCtor# Problem Statement
Loading

80* Finding enough time. to 'help all reading groups, -581

66* Teaching too many students or large classes. .480

'30* Having enough time to work with students who need special, help. .459

59 Being unencumbered by other things such as taking attendance,N .417
collecting assignments and passihg out materials when I should
be tOpehing.

,

57* aaVinvOxeparation time. r .398

Completing the work I have planned'. .357 .

Factor IV: Support
\..

TPC -R
.Factor

# Probl" Statement Loading

71 .getting .other teachers to encourage interest in anci.positive .629.
. attitudes toward reading and to6.teach it better themselves.

96 BecaUse I want Other-teachers, tnstimulate interest in .619 .

(reading. ''a '
-

.
.

43. Getting others to use standardized tests for diagnosis
/

-rather ii .575,

than using them' o reinforce. cultural stereotypes.

Bl& Being.. able to find and /or use culture -fair' tests.
.400'..

. - -

33 Because I want. teachers in earlier grades to do a more .349
Affective'jobof teaching reading.
.,..

..,
76 Reinforcing cultural stereotypes to get federal or state money. :316

.
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Factor V: Piofessionil Worth
, -

,
,

TPC-R , .- ---.,
's

I. Problem. St4tement
. .

.
.

.10. Being recognized as.a succeesfurteacher of reading by
having my studenqi do, well so that my colleagues are.:
aware_of my teaching effectiveness.

r-

14 Feeling successful at a teacher of reading7-doing things
and having colleagues and administrators dg things which
contribute to Any success . . ,

'-1
(

Gaining the, respect and esteem of my colleaguei and others-- .460

doing those things which hare'onored, 4esteemed add respected.

. ,/

Factor
Loading.

..545 .

.495

=
.

.

63 Getting:mYcolleagues.to consider ty teaching effective. . '070
.

9 Organizing and preparing to teach reading so:that.41411-
be clear anet.lert-

454

'103 Because I want to feel successful as a teacher of reading'. .31/.,.

*

TPC-V
# Ar Problem Statement

-Factor VI: Individualization

'

Factor
Loading

( .

, .

'56*' Having appropriate materials for ifferentinterest.levels. .606
. ..g'

A Y
t.

21* Knowing about and having available a.full'range of reading ;597

materials--:doing those things which'identifT/add procure

.suCYvaterials.

92*P Knowing about,and'having appropriate materials for a wide .5,74

range of students.,

1* Having approOriate materials for different reading levels. .497

22 * ' Finding materials of interest,fdr each student. ,440

44 Having, materials needed to help 'students improve word attack .383

f



Labov, William. The Logic of Nqnstandard English, in Gigl oli, pp. 179 -21f

Excerpts from Geo etown Mono r s on Lan and L uistics, Vol.

(1969), PP. '

Another monumental work. Dispelled once and for 1-the "deprivation"
theory of black language which had inspired the infamous Bereiter and
Engelmann materials based on the theories of Basil Bernstein, assuming
that black children "have no language" and attempting to teach them one

from scratch. Shpws that NNE (Negro Nonstandard English) is a rule-
governed dialect; some rules presented are 1) negative concord [note
the difference in bias from what was formerly call ad "dobble negative
2) pluperfect (had came) 3) negative perfect (I On't had) 4) negative
preterite (I ain't go) 5) negative inversion (don' ,nobody know)
6) invariant 'be' 7) optional copula (which can be deleted] just where
standard English can contract!!! 8) dummy 'it' for.'there' Ofull forms
of auxiliaries.
In his enthusiasm for proving (which he does amply) that black children

are verbally dextrous, Labov gives a rather slanted and unfair example
of standard speech which is verbose, repetitive, and empty. Also makes the
wonderful observation that "The highest' percentage, of well formed
sentences are found in casual speech, and working-clasS.speakers use more
well formed sentences than. middle-class, speakers. The'widespitad
myth that most speech is ungrammatical is no doubt based upon tapes
made at learned conferences, where we obtain the maximum number of
irreducibly ungrammatical sentences." [Even when he 'A taking swipes
at his colleagues, you can't help cheering him on,)

Martyna, Wendy'. Comprehension of the Generic Masculine: Inferring 'She' fr
qie,! presented, at APA 85th Annual Convention, SF, August 1977.

Settles at last [I wish] the question of whether the "generic" use
of "he" actually "means" either "he" or "she" to people. By giving
subjects sentences and testing their understanding of the meaning,
discovered that 80% of subjects inferred "he" from "he": that is,
they took the "generic" to refer to matculine

Matiioff, James A.
12:2 (1969), 17 06. (Copenhagen)

Analyzes Lahu jokes based upon puns, pblysemy, misunderstandings,
occurring in the context of bilingual contact between Lahu and Shan
speakers and bidialectal contact between Yellow Lahu and Black Lahu
speakers.''' Shows that jokes reveal pecking order and social relations.
Remarks on the surprising fact that through such jokes Lahu make
temselves the butts of their own jokes.. [I humbly point out that
it is specifically those Lahu who try to "put on airs" by speaking
Shan or thinking that they .understand Shan whe become the butts
of the jokes, which thereby become a mechanism for enforcing group
solidarity, This is a delightful article which identifies a significant
locus for linguistic analysis.]

La u Bilingual Humor.



James A. cho-ostensive Expressions Yiddish, NY: ISHI, in

Structural as `'well as psythological analysis of expressions in.
Yiddish which are inserted, Thank God, in Yiddish conversation.
seeing the overt function of expressing the attitude of the speaker'
tohe content of the statement. Distinguishes between:,/) bono-
recognition (thanks and congratulations) 2) malo-recognition
(lamentation and sympathy '.3) bono-petition (asking for good)
4) malo-fugition (warding'off evil). Then discusses particular
semantic categories (death-related expressions,'Curses, oaths).
Includes numerous delightful and rich examples from literpture
add conversation, as well ,as numerous brilliant and true observations .

about langyage. [Personal note: This has to be. one of the loveliest
works I have ever read in,,linguistics.]

Qui a-Holland, Kathryn, Henry G Bates, and Joseph A. Wingard. Language
Style and,Sex Stereotypes Person Perception. Presented at APA
meeting, SF, August 1977.

Yet another study:which confirms experimentally what Lakoff said
about women's speech style.' Found "a steretype of speech patterns
-mathcing Lakoff's hypothetis, and further implicated language
style in amore general sexual steretype. Regardless of speaker
sex, masculine patterns received greater competencerefficiency
rating while feminine speech patterns received higher social warmth
scores." [This too confirms Lakoff's hypothesis.

Siegler, D.M. and Siegler, R.S. Steretypes of Male and Female Speech,
presented at APA 83rd Annual Convention, Chicago, ILL. 1975.

And yet another.--Developed a set of sentences reflecting Lakoff's
categoriesof male /female speech (e.g. use of declaratives vs. tags
and hedging). Asked'subjects to rate whether speaker was probably
male or probably femeey-Hypothesis confirmed. 'Then' get this:
at&mdAgroull-of subjects was asked to rate whether each sentence

waS:"prelbably written by someone intelligent" or not. Voila.
Resulting pattern was consistent with the ratings of the first group.
with sentences described as "masculine" attributed to "intelligent"
speakers and sentences thought to be uttered by "women" attributed
to "probably not intelligent" speakers.

Shimanoff, Susan B. Investigating Politeness, in Keenan & Bennet, pp. 213-241.

Noting Lakoff's hypothesis that women are "more polite" than men
Wand an accusation by C. Kramer in Psychology Today that this is just
"folk-linguistics," attempts to findhout 4401411y goes on by placing
a tape recorder on the desk of the secretary of the Speech Communication
Department and thereby\recording, unbeknownst to everyone except the
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secretary herself, 1 diffeAnt conversations in 10 minutes. Findings:
males and females. eually polite (judging by number of turns judged to
exhibit politeness) butitiat men and women showed different types of
pollteness and different specific features. I.e. women were found to
use more positive politeness (cfBrown & Levinson: 'satisfies one's
need for approval and belonging' [i.e. Lakoff's 'rapport' principle,
I'd say]) while men shows equal use of positive and negative politeness
(cf Brown & Levinson negative pol.: "reduces the imposition of a
statement," [i.e. Lakoff's deference or distance]). These findings
are discussed in an interesting way. Problems are noted. in implrenting
Brown &Levinson method (which she was trying to do here), and alterations
are suggested. [It's a miracle anything turned up at all, considering.
the bias of the data: i.e. the secretary herself knew of the recording;
the secretary account* for an inordinate percentage'of the female turns;
the power/tole differences between male professers and female others;
the fact that Male academics, cf Lakoff, do not generally employ
stereotypically male" speech patterns.-]

SoskinoWilliim and Vera P. John. The Study.'cf SpontaneousTalk, in Barker,
e0L The Stream of Behavior NY: Appleton. Century Crofts, 196a, pp. 228-281.

Authors WiredAp two young couples who were vapationihg at a resort
and thereby continually monitored and recorded everything they said
to,each other or to anyone else between RAM and 12 midnight over a
.period of time [wasn't-clear how long; seemed to be at :least a week].
Present article is called a pilot study and concerns the talk of one of
the couples. Containslour types .0.ahalysis: 1) ecolegical (episodes,

such as amount of 'Walking ime, proportion of talking time, average
subepisodes: whemthey wet; whaethey did.) `.2 (statistics

unit length, etc.) :3) functional (relational vs. informational forictinn)'
.4) dynamic analysis,ialong 3 variables: steite, locus-direction, 'bend;
i.e. the affect). The functional analysis (3),cansisted of:classifying
utterances. as of 6 types: 1) :expressive statement 2).-eicegitative
statement-("thinking aloud") 3) signones (report speaker's present
physical or psychological states) 4) metrones (valuative.Statements)
5) regones (regulative statements), -6) structones (inforMational
statements).
Discussion consists of fascinating observations about hat was going

on interactionally between-1'0'z and her husband JocklI cant help
thinking this was an intentional pun] and-how it was reflected in
their speech. Includes a rather lengthy transcript of a single episode
which cries out for further analysis [though they :made a good start]..

[Personal note: althoUgh the terminology is a bit unwieldy, inspired by
the ecologiCal psychologists Barker and Wright no doubt,'-yet-the
concrete analySis of conversation I think surpasses anything that has
been done sixe. These'results are called "pilot"- but I understand
nothing was-done since. What a pity. What I want to know is How can.
I get mY hands on the tapes? This is a really exciting study. But

I doubt it would get past" any human subjects coirittee todayl3
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Bolinger, Dwight L. Contrastive Accint and Contrastive' Stress. Language,
37:1 (1961), 83-97.

Distinguishes between contrastive,accent (which is: not phOrietically
definable) and contrastive stress (which is phonetically definable
as a shift in 'stress. ,Constrastive stress" normally implies,the
presence of contrastive accent, but-the converse is not necessarily
true. [Perspnal note: I have included,this study not because its
findings are especially uteful but because a) it was `focusing on
intonation at a time when few other linguists were doing so and
b) because of the cute way the sentences are laid out on the page
to indicate their intonation. No kidding, that's one possible
renscription convention which has been tried.)

BOyd*Aulian, and JJ). Thorne. The Semantics of-MOdal Verbs, Journal of:-
'Linguistics, Vol. 5 (1969), 57-741t

Authors'state that they are the first to use philosophy of language.
Speech Act Theory inlingdistiesi Apply it to stuff of:the modals
cant shall, should, trill, Mike the, interesting claim that there are
only two tenses in English: PAST and PRESENT, or better. PAST and
NONPAST. Note that they consider only the'epistemic:sense (in 'their
discussion of can) as modal, the root tense of.can is called.non-modal.

, Penelope, and Stephen Levinson.. Universals in Language Usage:
Politeness'Phenomena, in Goody, ed., Questions and Politeness:_Strateeles-:
in Social interaction. Cambridge U. Press, 1978, p0:-

Stated major aim is to account, for the amazing cross-cultural similarity
in conversational strategies. Hypothesize that-%the- reason is the

universal politeness. Question they,askjs,'"What:Ort of assumptions
and what .sort ofTreasoning are utilizedby,partitiPants to produce such
Universal strategies of verbal interaction?' With reference to data
fromha number of different cultures; their procedure is to postulate
a Model Person (MP), whoAs"endowed with two specialproperties-
rationalitY.and.face. There are .two identified components of face:
neeative_faciv "the want of every''competent adult member! thatAis
actiops'be unimpeded by others," and positive face: "thewant:Of every
member that,his wantsbe,deSirable to .at least some others There
exist, correteondingly, negative and positive politeness.:,Strategies.:
Remaining heuristic terms include FTA ("face-threateniMacts") and
going orLrecord or off record [which correspond roY9W-to direct:and

mmindirect communication]. Acknowledge debt'to GUmperi, Grice.and Lakoff...
[Note: A long work that is really the:mhoTeJbOokit is In The identified
positive and negative wants do actually have the ring of truth aboUt them."

Br



Factor" : Skill Building,* Word Re'cOgnitiOn

Problem St temdk
Factor

Loadin

68 Getting studentS to-reccillkze sight words.

60. Getting students to do well on,eading^readiness exercises.

.499

175

..-.:27 Getting students to pronounAsletters combined into blends, .39(Y
"digraphs and diphthongs correctly." .

55 Teaching abouSy/lables.i . 388

89* ,Helping students to overcome perteptual problems. .380
N.

41 Getting students to pronounce letters of the alphabet correctly. .369

'64* /mproving, students' word attack skills.
P

50 Getting students to read each word.

v
46* Getting students to read accurately orally.

95 Getting students to perform well enough on standardized tests
to' satisfy others.

(I
14

- Factor VIiI: Competence in Diagnosid'and Rem on

TPC11
#' Problem Stat ement I

.349

.335

. 3341k

. 333

.0

Factor
Loading

34 Knowing how to evaluate students' comprehension abilities.

52* Gaining skills in, the digNlosis of individal student
rea4ng difficulties and having the time and opportNnity
to employ such skills.

..,... . .

20 Identifying' students' reading,difficulties.'
. , ,1

35* Doing the things which seem likely to help students to
imirove'in,reading comprehension ablrlity such as giving

. attention to eanimk, retenciqu, inference making, vocabulary
,

development-ap 'ntax..

9 Organizing and preparing to teach reading so thaw I will be
clear and

--
alert.

I

4458

.368

.323

.322

4o



58 Assessing student achievement.

k

49* Knowing each student and his or her reading problems.

3

TPC-R
I krob17 Stat

.322

.309

Factor IX: Skill Building in Reading Comprehension

ent

Factor
Loading

17* Getting studen s ,to learn and remember basic terms in a; .435

special subjeC' 'area. /ea/.

28* Getting students to comprehend. .411

16* Getting students to read at a rate appropriate for compre- .371

%ending the*Oterial.
o e

40* Getting students to see meaning in the. printed page.. .367
. ,

38* Getting students'to do things.such'as working Carefully or .13e
spelling correctly.

29* Having students make ferences from their reading.

98* .Getting students to read for and fecal], details:

.309

h.300

Yactor X: Security'.

TPC-R
I Problem Statement

Factor
Loading

'25

1

Establishing and maintaining rapport with students. .479

39 Knowing how. to correct students iho are easily embarrassed,. .376

105 Being more patient. .358

99 Being organized., .338

70 Beihg prepared. .309

-s

41
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TPC-R
#

Factor XI: Student Success

Problem Statement Ractor
Loading

84 Because I want, students to learn faster.
.367

-101* Because I want students to be' preOared.
.363

96* ,Getting students to read for and recall details.
.329

100* .Getting students to4retain and, use what they have leayied. .314

Note,- These results were used to construct the TPC-4, Form C

The factofh were labeled and defined as below.

FaCtor I: Invigoration

i
Factor II: Skill Building in.

Oral Reading

- Wanting to vitalize my students' '

interests,in learning and improve
their achievement.

- Wanting students to improve in
oral reading. Doing those things
which seem likely to improve that
ability in students.

Factor III: .Time - Wanting time to get both professional
and personal things accomplished..

Factor IV:

Factor V:

.Support

Professional Worth

. . .

- ,Wanting the understinding and suste-
nance of administrators and other
teachers $o that I can be efficient
and feel professional.

- Gaining therrespect and esteem of
my colleagues and others. Doing
those things which are honored,
esteemed and respected. so as
gain that sense of worth.

Factor VI: IndividualizatioA b Wanting to know about and have
.W4" available a fyll range of reading

materials. .Doing those things which
identify and procure such materials.



Factor VII: Skill Building in
Word Recognition

Factor VIII:

-30-
b.. -

_.41 %d

Wanting.stud ts to Impro'Ve in word
recognition skillsu. Doing those,.
things which seem to improyk those
abilities in students;.

Competence in Diagneksis - Wdnting skills'in the diagnosis and
and Remediation remegation of individual student

,reading difficulties:

Factor IX: Skill Building in
Reading Comprehension

Factor X: Security

Factor XI: Student Success

\
i- - -

With reOpect to the bothersomenees responses,
.

the factor analytic methodo-ft
. 1

logy was identical. Subsequent to obtaining. the initial overfactored principal-
l \

axis matrix, aecision was made to refactor and rotates ten factors. Table 6'
.,..

'presents the results of the initial OverfaCtoring and the subsequent refactoring.

Wanting students to improve in
reading comprehension. Doing those
thinge which seem to improve that

'ability in students.

Wanting to feel free from fear and
anxiety.

Wanting to help students to succeed
academically and personally. Want-
ing the student to be efficient
and effective. Doing those things--
invigorating, counseling, guiding,
establishing Otilal classroom
learning conditionsar-as a teacher which
will lead to these goals.

43 4 *as
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TABLE 6

PRINCIPAL MIS SOLUTION OF BOTHERSOMENESS RESPONSES USED TO
DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF SALIENT FACTORS

' "Squared Multiple Correlations
Used as Estimates of Communalities

Sum of 'Squared Factor

Loadings Subsequently Used
as Estimates of Commumtalities

Factor Eigenvalue
Eigenvalue
Difference.

Percent
Variance. Eigenvalue

Percent
Variance

1
.

2-

I.. 3

4

.

5

6

7

8

9

.10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17,

18

19

'

,

27.80

3.62

3.06

2.51
.

2.06

1.86

a
1.52

1.18

1.04

.97

24.18

,..

,

. 5

.45

:20

.34

.34

.14

.07P
)>

53.90

60.92

66.86

71.73

75.72

79.33

82.28

84.58

86.59

88.47

90.35

92.11

93.65

95.04

96.41

97.73

98.92

. 100.09

101.16

\

r

27.47

3.58

3.01

2.46,

2.06

1.81

1.65

1.13

.98'

.96

i

) 60.19

68.04

74.64

,80.03'

84.55

88.52

92.13

94.62

96.77

198.86

(".

.97

.91

.79

.72

.71

.68 -

.
.62 .

.60

.55

.00

.06

.12

.01

.06

.03

406

.02

.05

.01

(continued) 44



Factor
Eigelavalue Percent Percent

Eigefivalue Difference Variance Eigenvalue Variance

.54 102.22

*'When the factor!matr x is initially overfactored and squared:multiple corre-
lations are used fo communality estimation, it is commOli-thas latter factors
account'for move th n 100 percent of common variance (trace).

:Table 7 present= the specific problems that had a .300 or higher loading

cma each oi the ten othersomeness factors.

TABLE ,7

TEN FACTOR SOLUTION FOR BOTHERSOMENESS DATA FROM
/-.--THE -TEACHER'PROELEMS CHECKLIST: 'READING

(Asterisks denote problems identified a
gignifiCant for all respondents.

N = 528)

,

Factor I: Invigoration

,TpC-R -r\
# Problem Statement

? 4

90* Motivating students to read.

%102* Overcoming students' indifference 'toward reading.

Factor
Loading

..470

.44k

87.* Getting st6dent ead more. , .429

. 34473* .Enhancing my students' interest in and attitudes toward
reading.

93* Getting students to try harder:
ti

103 Because I,want to feel successful as a teacher of reading.

106* Having students feel that thlygie making satisfactory
progress.

78* Overcoming student apathy or outright dislike.

* Overcoming students' feelings of frustration.

. 343

.329

.323

.317

.301
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TPC-R
#.

4 4'

7Factor II:, Skill Building in Oral Heading ,

Problem StateMent
Factor

Loading

42

46

Improiring students' oral reading ability.

Getting students to read, accurately orally.

.530

.525

61 Getting students to read aloud,with.expression. .482

41 Getting stide prcrunce letters'of the alphabet
correctly. .388

77-, Getting students to d loudly-and clearly. .348 ,

54 .Helpingttudeilts learn to read fluently. .345

67* Helping students to comprehend: what they are reading orally. .332

50 ,

Getting students to.,read each word. .319e

Factor III: Support

TPO-R
# Problem Statement

Factor
Loading

71 Getting other teachers to encourage interest in and
'positive attitudes toward reading and to teach it better
themselves.

.575

43 Getting others to use standardized tests for diagnosis .547 ,
rather. than u9ng them to re nforce cultural stereotypes.

t,..

96 Because I wam, other teache to stimulate interests in .532
- reading. 4

86 Being able to find and/or us cultural-fair tests. *.477., ;,,
,

76 Reinforcing cuktural stereotypes to get federal: or state .394.money.
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"actor IV: 31.me

TPC -R

#' Problem Statement
FaCtor

Loading

80* Finding enough time to help all reading groups.

81 Completing the work I have planned. r. .433

66* Teaching, too many students or large classes.

59 Being unencumbered by others things' such as taking attendance, .386
collecting assignments and passing out materials when I should
be teaching.

57 Having preparatiOn .342

104 \etting students to achieve up to standards set by publishers .322
of reading materials;

Factor V: Individualization

TPC-R
#: Problem Statement

Factor
Loading

21* KnOwing about and having availableqa full range of reading .638..
maierials7-doing those things which identify and procure
such materials..

92* Knowing about and havingappropriate materials for a wide .530
range of students.

lb
56* Having appropriate materials for different interest leVels. .527

1* Having appropriate materials for different reading levels. .502%
44 Having materials needed to help students improve word attack .433

skills..

224 Finding materials of interest for each student. .412

r
1
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IS

.TPC-R
#

Factor VI: Security
I

Problem Statement.
FactOr
Loadlng

25 Establishing and m4intaining rapport with students. %450

70 Being prepared.
.422

99 Being organized.
.414

31. Being awake and alert.
.3$0

39 Knowing how to correct students who are easily embarrassed. .359

.('
Factor VII: Competence in Diagnosis and Remediation

TPC-R C
Factor

U Problem Statement,
Loading'

, ?

52* Gaining skill in the diagnosis of individual student reading .461
difficulties and having the time and ppportity to employ
such skills.

64* .Improving students' word attack skills:

, .

4-*

30* Having enough time to work with students who need special
help..

.407 11

.395

Factor. VIA': Nurturance,

TPC-R,
Factor:

# Problem Statement
Loading

12 Getting students to wear their glasses. .379

4 Helping students feel secure and unafraid when reading aloud. .363

53 Getting parents to provide glasses for students with visual .331
problems.

e

1

.48 \
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Factor IX: Professional Worth

TPC -R

Problem Statemedt
l

4. .4- Factor
Loading

10
4.

Being recognized as a teac er of reading by .559
having my students do well so that my-colleagues are
aware of my teaching effectilieness.

Gaining the respect and esteem of my colleagues and others. .541
doing those things which are_honored, estegmedand respected.

63 Getting my ,Folleagues to consider my teaching effective. .469
,

,

14 Feeling successful
.

as a ttacher of reading--doing-things .317
and having colleagues and administrators do things which -i-

,

contribute to my success. - '

Factor X: Skill Building in Reading Comprehension

TPC-R Factor
°# Problem Statement # Loading

0"---%.

17 Getting students to learn and reOlemher basic terms in a .390
special subject area.

16 Getting students,to read at a rate appropriate for. compreck .373
hending the material. A

,
28* Getting students to

.

comprehend. .322

Note - these results were use tto construct the TPC-R, Form C

The,factors were labeled and defined as below.

Factor I: Ievigoration - Wanting to vitalize my students'
interests pl learning and improve

Althei achievement.
.

Factor II: Skill Building, in - Want ng students to improve, in oral
Oral Reading " reading. Doing tho things which

seem likely to imp that ability
in students.

(

49



Factor III: Support

.Factor Time

Factor V:

-37-

Wanting the understanding and suste-
nance of administrators and other

' teachers' so that I can be efficient
and feel piofessional.

-- Wanting time t-o get both professional
and personal things accomplished.

Icjliv dualrization - Wanting to know about and have avail=
able a'full range of reading materials.
Doings those thin es which identify ant
piodure tuch`ma-eeriais...

- Wanting to feel free from .fear and
anxiety.

Factor VII: Competence in .- 'Wanting skills in the diagnosis and
4Diagnosis and remediation of individual student

reading difficulties.

Factor VI: Security

Remediation

.411

Factor VIII: Nurturance - Wanting to help students who have
problems:

1 Factor-IX: Professional Worth - Gaining the respect and esteem of my'
colleagues and others. Doing those
things which are honored, esteemed N
and respected so as to gain that
sense of worth:

Wanting students to imppve in
reading comprehension. 'Doing, those
things which seem to improve that
ability in students.

Factor. X:

NO.

o

Skill'Building in
Reading COmprehension

Responses from two scales, gneindicating the extent to which teachers of

reading perceived a problem as occurring frequently within their classrooms

and the other scale indicating the extent to .which they perceived a problem as

, bothersome, were subjected to factor analysis. Eleven factors emerged-frOm

this analysis of the frequency scale and ten emerged from the bothersome scale,

These factors provided a relatively clear view of not just teacher perceptiohs

of problems associated tiith.teaching reading, but, indeed, provided an interesting

and occasionally provocative glimpse of their, Assumptions and convictions
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,about teaching, the reading process, learning, and curriculum. -Several fad-
,

tors. revealed a deep sensr.of frustratiOn and a yearning to improve and grow

professionally. Other factors reflected an unusually narrow and alarmingly
.

sterile conception of curriculum.. And some factors made painfully obvious

perceptions based upon ignorance, misinformation, and warrantless assumptions.

Each factor is discussed below incorporating pie perspective of the bother-
%

some scale.---,Since an oblique rotation was employed, relationships among fsc7-

tors Will be discussed where logically warranted.

DISCUSSION

4

a

Invigoration.'

Underlying the desire tootir and invigorate student interest in reading

is theelement61 notioOn that reading ability grows, in part, in propottion

to the amount one reads. Teachersuhderstand both that reading is fundamental

to achievement in school, given our enormous reliance on-textbooks as the
-a;

ar,

primary source of new learnings in American schools, andthat single text-

coks appear a mainstay of the curriculum from middle school through
,

graduate

school. Knowing that so. much of g student's potentiAl and future achievements

are-based upon success in learning to read and learning from reading, teachers

believe that motivation and invigoration of reading are keys-to unlocking the
=

doors to student pater and skill in reading. Of course, underlying this belief

.

A

are the twin assumptions that the textbook is an effecdkveP
mediUm of instruc-

s. O

Lion and that both reading ability and motivation, where they,are lacking,

must be Inflated to a levelsufficient to comprehend the textbook.

51 r 444
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The problem with this assumption, however, is that no student; no matter.

'how well he reads, can comprehendMaterials'which assume concepts and experi-

"
ences not in his possession. Since no textbook can match the experiential and

conCeptual backgtoViidia Of all the pupils in class, problems are certain to
t

ariseif, rather'than use varied.material4 teachers.employ'single textbooks.."

The problem statements making up,this factor dramatically demonstrate, how,-

. ever, that rather than utilize a variety of books selected to appeal to student

interests and tailored to their experiences and abilities, teachers believe

they must "stretch" students to fit books. Pcoblem _statements such as "Getting

students to enjoy it," "OVercoming indifferenCe," "Overcoming student's

feelings of frustration,", "Changing,negative perceptions and attitudes toward

reading," "Overcomilg apathy and outtight diskike," and "Having, studefitt feel

successful at reading" load on the invigoration factor both forf5equency and

for 40thetsomenesa. All of these statements express the desire to change

Students in the direction Of,the materials of instruction. The expensive and

enormous magnitude of any effort to accomplish this change in rearing abilities,'

. certainly has not been given very serious attention if these data mean anything.

Motivation is inextricably linked to interests, lireferehCes, and, above
'

r
all, reading, ability.. Textbooks by design introduce in rapid order ntny new,

concepts and notions partly or wholly unknown to learners. Unless readers

comprehend much iNhot.most of a selection before theyever read it, they will

little froi it (2. Without sufficient prior levels of understanding 4

for arty given textbook, the reading tastAill-be extraordinarily difficult

producing in students feelings of frustration, dis

and failure. Given this state of aff4rs, to

_invigoration and studeht motivation, indeed,

ke, apathy ndiffeience,..
4

s aredely to feel that
A

re serio problems. A more
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realistic and. effective solution to thvroblem would be to abandon single

textboOk instruction and adopt the practice af teaching from a range of mate-''
r,

rials suited to varied student backgrounds and reading abilities.

Skill Building in Oral' Reading

Oral reading appears to be a, pervasive activity both, in the telihing of'

.
. .

. , .

reading alp in the'teaching of4ubject matter. The functionsef oral reading
a

141 both'Sre to monitor student Progress and skill, to achieve specific learning .

goals such as highlighting. important ideas or .providing praCtice at locating
4...

/ .,.......
.

then,' ad limitedto amore limiteextent, to provide-A means of sharing content to
t

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

brOaden ifiterpretatio410n as well as provide an avenue.of learnidg. for pupils

who read poorly and for whom 'other means of learning cannot be or are not made

available.

Inherent in these functions is the'assumption that'readifig, unl ke speech,

should be or must be free of error, false starts, hesitations.,
. ,

r

diztion. Indeedl the assumption is that tdstant reading must

rehearsed, dramatically. interpreted speech. Implied al

-,

and faulty'pre-
,

pproximate

n this factor is

he, notion that, unlike many professional p dorm= s, studefits can'learn to

-fuattion securely and,fearlessly in perfraA ces before audiepces of their

Peers over.content purposely,designed to be ne3 to them and"written with

little or no thought of or feel'for speech. Unrehearsed reading, even by'
4

skilled performers who read lines fora living, has most of the dharacteristics

of unrehearsed spoken language-garbles, fillers, hesitations,, repetitions,

substitutions, insertions, and the-like. Idequateprepara-

would eliminate these common oral language characteristics.

4

mispronunciations

tion and rehears
4

53



for.most average readers.- Poor readers should never be required to, read

fore'a ience without' pi or substantive preparation. Where o al read-.i

ipg is used -to achieve particular curricular or leOrning objectives, -t e peda-_

:gogital literature indicates these purposes.shouldbe clearly and carefully

_ delimited_in_scope, and duraiion.

Natural tic studies or-:reading' ,(11, 14)demonstrate that orarreadin
. .. . './..

,

.

.is never ..error free. .-In')the.main this teacher problem appearsio arise ou of._-.., 0

unreilionable, unwarranted assumptions. Oral reading, when Its function is to

provide feedback tO.theteaCher,shOuld contain miscues, 4 GOodata (11) (era

to theta, if the teacher is to gap insight, inio the reading strategies, str ths,
,

. .

.t-thiqkingpatternd and weaknesseaok a pupil..In this case diffidult materials
. '..

. ..

, ." 9'. are purpOseiy selected for oral reading. Again, the. problems. indicatedin
.._

this factor stem from unreasbnable,- unwarranted;expictstions.
. -

.,

40.:

Gettig studetits,to read with acturacy.and with'expreas n were signal.-

. ... .

.

. . 0 7.

cant Concerns for all ieggeNents. This-dimensionpf the 'factor, that is,
, -.4..-,! ' ..'m,

.,..Aae all reapoPdents shared-Eldw:Concern suggests hOw widespread the practice.:441 i

of havitill'atudents read aloud Abecome and how poorly most teachers under:-.

..

,

.,

4. ..
,, . . , ,

stand this Oett of reading and language as_dylkaMic processes
.

'

Time-

.. .:
\

.
.

Maly. If :not most of.: the ass
.

Raptionk inherent in. how teach rs and adminis-
. .. .

.
. ----'. .

.trators viewlnstruction aa well, as hOW-they understand readin and language,
.

.
.

as proCesset Jireieflecced inthis factorti., BotV-interriediati. nd. secondary

Schilol instruction are heatily and of ten exclusively dependent on tex books1

:4,4 a- primary pediUm-of instruction which inpart, explains why teachers and-
.

, , , = ,_
administrators perceive classes as'too large to 410hieve:the,E

s

N

achees instruc-,
-



tional.objectives. deven the privailing dependence on textbooks, a high prob-

ability casts that pulliAl achieements will be distributed similar to the way

reading abilit9'is distributed in A clad. Itim! relationship between reading

44 '
,ability and sing t xt instruction, aver and above any clasaroom management

.

)

---and-grouping-difficulties-asscyciated,With titre available for instruction, $.

explains. this perception. Strikingly, single textbook methodology was perms

ceived a problem by every respondent. Reading and learning from reading in a

l'O.,L
wide variety of materials pervade nearly every response in the factor)identified

mgr.'.

as. individualization. The,fteAing that there is never enough time for reading

instruction, when, in fact, most curriculum activities in a wide spectrum of

,41(conte4 areas incorparate reading or preparation for reading; iqggests,both the

strengh,of this Oerciepti n.and the extent to which it is related to other

factorti k. .
In

all:\

probability, everal other factors which emerged from the datit .

exacerrate the feeling that not enough time is available for. reading inatruc,-
! ' i ,

tioh. factors describing eelings
.

2 4 C
temp, th4 desire te.improve basic

.

, withi.ndividualiairig.anstruction,

of support, professional worth -and compd-
.

reading abilities, the'prOblems assodOted
. t ,

, , .

.-,r1---

the wjah to be instrumental in each pupill.i
.

. .

.

. .

.

reading successes unchibtadly-contributed to' the strong time pressure mirrored
.. ,

by this factor. ,Thetextent ttwhich time, pressure is seen as a prbbleak,by

bducitors, both in frequency and in botberSomeness;is indicated by the very

.

high prOpoition of.items in thefictoistruCture identified as siiinifirtby

all respondents. Five out of7six statements in the.factarsiructUreofor

frequency meet this criterion while three out of'six did likewise foi bother-.

someness. Teachers felt there simply was not enough time available for reading

Anstruction.,

. .

AA a practical:matter, gaining more inskrUctional time can, be achieved'

55
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,'
'. . .

throUgh increasing the Amountof time available.for reading instruction at the

expense of.other curriculum areas or through lowering pupil-teacher ratiop.
.

.

. .
. .

,
4

.
.

In adAtion, some efficiencieS can be gained through improved organization and l
4 .

.

planning such as reducing clais size in the primary grades by stating-the
.4

:School day ea er and adopting.split'sessions. Not all of these.remedies

Work. Balow's (1).results suggest that smaller pupil- teacher ratios at the

primary levell indeed bring about greater gains in reading achievement;,

however, no such relationship:between class size, and achievement has been
'

dmmonstrateciavother 01110P1evels and in other curriculum. Ateas (9, 13).'
, 4 ...

other words,:SCaller clamed cannot remedy the effects of single textbOok

instruction mount of initructional..eiposure as measure&by:pUpil attendance
k

and lengthvof school day, also affect achieveMent positively (15). Attendance

at schoft c Ube very beneficial but'10ering.on more and -more' formal reading

instinct/ On doe not ap ar tOtbe a good way to Oe the pupil's time once he ,

is there. How pu wind time is tne essential question. "Time belongs to

the leainer.1' How teachers spend time must be 'considered in this perspective.

0 I

The teacher's sense that time is-important is convincingly validated by

the literature. Theirproblem statements regarding instructional time suggest

1

a.unitoriliand widely heldperspectIvei bdt one which does not discern how
, 1

important pupil time is or what the relationship between teacher and pupil

!

.

utiliiation of time implies:
, 'W 4 4
1

- i

SupOorti

Hole of the problemstatementS4efining the flattor "support" for either,'
.

:,

1

bdthers'meness,or:frequencp-achieVed significancelor were these statements

y helii by any of the subgroups,. Some respondents appeared to:
4 1,

strongl or widely
.'. . . 4P.
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feel that colleagues and administrators do.hot encourage and support their

1
effoits do improve pupil reading ability. Three of the it ms whiCh contributed

e
,

11'
to this fadtbr.reflected a desire to eliminate or at least deflate cultural

etereotypea held by colleagues. Since not a single item in fhis'factor'wes

,

identified' as significant by respondiits, this concern ,for stereotyping may

be an artifict which reflects an unidentified but 'distinct subgroup within

the overall group. Ingvidual problem factor loadings, as cohteasted'witk_

their respectiVe rankings or. tlith their signifiCance, are among the Strongest

obtained suggestinga high degree of cohesion'among those who plrceived "sup-
% s,

port" assa problem.

Professional Worth

The factor structure for professional worth-has many of.the same charac-

teristics as the structure for support. The perceptions reflected in this

factor were not widely. held nor were they uniformly 11414, Underlying the. need.

for respect and esteem,suggested by this *tor may be an ideal' of success

in teachini as measured by theteacher's ability,tp bring about significint

achievement in reading. Or as noted above, a distinct sOgroutimay share this

.conception of the importance of reading ,achievement. These data are not suf-,

ficiently defined to alloW more thah this very. ntatfve interpretation.

dividualization

4k. Individual:1.64am was one of the most in eresting factors tb.emerge from
' 4

-these .data. Loadings were;very high- and for h bothersomeness andIre-
.

cmeScy, all of the. statementscomprising the factor:strhtture except.one
.

. .

achieved significance. The varitiusivsutigroups-Atffered.little in their rankings

5 7,



for each statement. But most interesting of all, is the,tect that each state-

ment focused on selec ing reailing materlils. Individualizationwas defined .

solely as a process manipulatink.materials. And what is more, not one'group

felt that approPriate reeding materials were aVailable for a wide range of

' distinmt 13upitinterests and tbilitieso-
'

1. f

Knowing full well that reading materiaig play a critiddlrole in the

teacher's ability to meet pupil needs and confronted, by the stark,fact of their

.

unavailability; each group appeared,to apprehend the full signifiCance of this
.

:.

prObleM. pially, the task was' to make bricks withOut.stnowl Recog-
. .1-

4 .

nizing the tear futility their poliition, their concerns'fOr Motivation, skill .

, IP
- c., . . .

bUilding, and time were fully understandable. 'Given, too, this rather cOn-..

4 . '
strained view:of individualization, even though it may not be

fully'..*

acceptqle,
.

. ,
..

'

their issire for support arid their concerns for professional worth can. beeppre-
.

. .

dieted.

Skill Building in:'Word Recognition

While word recognition instruction was seen as a "frequent" but not a
40

"bothersome" problem, it appeared only to be aproblem in the sense ofrequir.-:

it* on-going attention, by teachers a4specialists whose leVel of instruction,

, -
../ .-- . :

and primary instructional' responsibility demanded a focus* developing word'
.

- e

study skills. Running thtough most of the individual problems was the impli:-
a

cation that traditional word recognition skills are' not easily learne1/47

.-an observation most likely shared by elementary teachers and'reading

clists because oft their instructional level. in Table3, of the three-.
,

.. ,
items deemed significant in this part4cular factor, two appealed in the top'.

I
N

ti A,

' third of .the rankings pnd. by only tHtie of the five groups.... Elglentary,
4

S.

58
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'My

middle school, and special, reading teachers ranked the statement, "Improving'
,

/

student's rd attack skilli," 36, 34, and 3.1 respectively. For the States-
0-...

. . , .

mentr-"He ping'students-to overc me perceptual problems;" superviSory-admintstra-

litive personnel replaced middle chool teachers in this trio and,' surprisingly,!

ranked this problem 16th. Undoubtedly students.wite 'perceptual problems
.

!

received a good:deal:of attention and because Of the. sometimes unusual chaiac-
.

of. their.problems, and it must be ached, often; unWOrrantel. interPretat

of thdh, adeinistratoll may be inclined to overreact tothese cases.

Perhaps the greatest significance7o f this factor is the implied but

IP
.incorrect assumption that word 'recognition is ehe product of intensive, concerted,.

formal instruction rather thana product of learning to,integrate graphic

information with already existing language capabilities. According to Gibson

and Levin (10):,

J
('"Wejhave not yet achieved an adequate understanding of

what it is that can be generaliied
the other that, whatever it is; itie-ChiA;lear00
on his own, and not by way of a set of.planneF1'eXer
cises."'

Early reading appears to take the following course: (a) Subititute- words that

fit the sense of the sentence; (b) Look over. the letters in the word and keep

silent if you cannot make sense of it; (0'. If it helps,,,try Out avor using
.

r . .

- -
whatever letter information can be gleaned but base the response on ftesensiblg-

.

ness in the sentence (1 What teachers need to learn is that telling children

rules and trying tiget: theis to attend to the formal properties Of:intraword,

Structure is like telling Someone 611:sten to a story so as to understand it

111°brvirtue of. as syntaCtic constituents rather than its meanings. Children must

discover. useful word structure tacitly, over time, through meaningful reading, and

with sensitive guidance from the teacher when-pupils require it
1,



Competence in Diagnosis andRemediation
$ ,

,c. ProbleMS.asqociated with ,diagnosing andremediating reading difficUlltieal0
).'

were among.the.M8st bothersome of those id of in this. study. Problem's
416

of evalnation,and.subsequentinstruction dir ted toward individual student
.

4 -
.difficulties appeared grounded more in having the time and opportuity to work

..,

., ..

with students than in feelings of not knowing how to deal with student reading-
,

difficulties. On the "frequency" scale problem statements reflected- an under\

standing that appraisal is an important, on-goihvteaching responsibility, a=

perception sure to,have heightened feeli g of urgency about knowing how to

evaluate reading ability. The relatiVe strength of the "bothersome" dimension

on this factor can be appreciated by r oting that two of.the three statements.

Comprising this.faCtor were ranked. inthe top ten by 411 subgroups'with one

exceptionsecondary teachers viewed iaining skill tn diagnosis as less

.

important than other groups did. One problestatemept, "Having enough time

to work with st44stits who heed special helly wastranked first in bothersome -*

mess by7all'groups except reading specialists who'ranked the statement second.
.401.1

:Without question, concern for doinpetende in diagnosis and remediation of reading

difficulties was widely held and strongly felt by those directly and indirectly .

responsible f6r;teading instruction.

-

Skill Building in Reading COMprehenaion

.

%,411 of the, statements which loaded (Kt% this "comprehension":factor for the

.frequency scale were from among the 57 problem identified as significant for

all respondents: Not only were problems associated with developing comprehen-

sion viewed as frequent; many were ranked among the molt:bOthe$tome in the

sample by all subgroups.... Most iirOblet,'StateMenta presupposed meaning to be
f.

0



logically a product of

a cognitive contribu

to gee meaning in th

as wor&ing carefully

apprehension rather than a co ruct requiring

he reader. Statements suchas "Getting students

and "Getting students to 4 things such
. .

or4the top ten problems on the botherstme
4 .

scale -- reflecting a v

-H affects nor impinges up

Jsttucture,of a readerts,knowledgrLpeither

vial to be comprehended. :ion the contrary,

to apprehen the meanings

meanings to.tkelarger0o

frequently must reorgani

writer, a reader must relate these

Ads o organized system of knowledg

tem to accomodate 'new in

Significantly missing frOmAh problem statements were

that factors inherent in written materially -,can affect' comprehension. How-
A

rmation.

and

acknowledg ents

ever, statements such as thase.dealing with getting students to read at ail

appropriate rate, and getting them to Wer reflected an-awareness that learn-

ing from reading, is significantly affectedly tactics employed by the reader.

. SeCurity 2

All subgroups within this sSmple,appeared to be concerned about main

taining.a secure and well-tanaged learning environment for reading inStruc-

.tiOn. Neither
,

on' the bothersome.scale nor on the frequency scale'did any .of

'the'problem statements achieve significance: In: general thislfactor reflects

. a healthy concern for the personal' worth of.titudents and.the Professional

4resporisibilities of a' competent teaCher.

Student-- Success

While this fadtor emerged only on the frequency scale.in4cating a're-

curring problem, half of the statements Which comprise.this factoi'Were ranked
. I.



among the top ten by micidle and high school teachers qn the bothersome scale.

Thesascatemelivsuggest thaLt6chers in.these two groups partfcularly but

in the other groups as well perceive learning from reading to be a significant

.
. .

hurdle ficir studenks. Because preparing students to learn things from books

ii an importart,.on-going teaChing act$Vity,these concerns are obviously

.

i /\

)

we11- founded. On the other hand, readingfor,sheer,enjoyment'iay tit equally

t

if not more important, for language) even printed language, has_ torevphan just.
)

',.-7'.. .:

an informational function. Language also serves deeply personal and subjective
.

ends. Language Is an abiding source of, deep esthetiC meaning. Not readir is
*h.

as crippling.a handfcaia as.not being able. to read.

CONCLUSIONS

r

Many of'the problems of teachers. dentified in this study have their,

origins in misconEeptions about the Lure and functions of eading. Reading
0

to learn is essential; activity which is dependent upon numerous perceptual,'

cognitive, and motivational factors. But most of all "reading is an instance

of language - -whose nature end functions .must be understood if reading is ever

to become an effective means o earning. Unfortunately, the majority of prob-
.

lems identified.ln this study revealed that many teachers have only a modest

understandini of language and the reading process. If these pblems are to

be resorted,.bothpreservice and inservice teacher education will peed too in7

11;

c2ode significantly greater and more effective instruction in language.

What is known about learning to read has been expanded dramatically over

( 7

the past decade. These problem statements were deeply steeped fk4hednalogies

and terminology of another generation They suggest that, still, 'teachers.

search to find that one omniscient method.that will end all'readingproglems.
4 a
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i,.- . .

.

Practicing teachers dedperately need theoretical guides for observing children

and for curricular planning. Quite pAinly, their knoWledge DasenlOrlto be::
.

upgraded and updated.

Reading is an active languN process useful in achieving a variety of

purposes and instantly available at all times. ByX reading cannot serve. alone

'as the aummiti9n of all curriculum. efforts. To learn from reading requires a

substantial knowledge background., By and la4e these prOblemetatementsset

forth the view that reading ability alone required expansion and enrichment,.
A

T
but that curriculum mould suffice as those experiencei to be found in textbooks.

The proper role and function of reading in curritUlum must be, impressed upon

both new Lnd experienced teachers.
0,

Other problems reflected very real shortcomings in. the availability of

tiie,ind.teaching materials, These shortcomings; in turn, appeared to have a

e

debilitating effect On teacher and their sense of professional compe,v. ''-: , ..

tente and worth.. The solution to these problems will.More than likely be

.
. .

found in sound, sustaining, school leadeiship and admifiistration. Repeatedly,

,..,
these problem.statements proclaimeCteachersr desires to be competent and

effective' in teaching -'reading.

v.
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A

'ABSTRACT
t

RespOnsee'fro0 528 educators to-TeacheiProblems Cheat:fist-for Reachtig,i
. . .

.. .

Incorporating both a "frequency" and a "bothersome" scale Were factor-analyzed

and subjected to an. oblique, proMax(rot don. gleven factors emerged frOm
l ,

li .:

the "fiequency" scale and ten factors emerged from the "bothersome" scaVe.
,

-

Factors such.as invigoration, ptofesaional wortbr and skill-bUilding in

.

. .

reading comprehension, provided a rathe clearindication of those problems

\,./
.

, .

seen by educators as either difficult to resolvegOr occurr4g with noticeable

... . :

-frequency. Thfactors.which emergea from this analysis also resealed
,

4'

interesting and occasionally provocative assamptions'ind convictions about
-it . ,

teaching, the reading process, learning, and curriculum. Others portrayeda
,

deep sense of frustration} on the part of teacherd and a yearning-toi.mprove'

,

and grow professionally..

A


